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The situation in the Middle East: reports of the
Secretary-General (continued)

1. Mr. KHALIL (Egypt) (interpretation from Ara
bic): The international community calls on us today
to continue our steadfast and serious search for a
settlement of the conflict in the Middle East and to
set our sights on a future free from all fanaticism and
hegemony. We must cease to enumerate past events
from this rostrum and seize the opportunities of
moving towards peace.
2. The causes at the heart of the Middle East
problem are well known to the international commu
nity. There is no need to revert to controversy over
well-established facts. Let us rather examine the
chances of peace which have eluded us year after
year, and realize that our negligence has cost the
peoples of the Middle East dearly. It has frustrated
their hopes and aspirations and transformed the
region from a land of convergence, an area of
confluence, into an arena of violence which has
forced its peoples to flee.
3. The international community is unanimous to
day in recognizing that this conflict must be settled
by peaceful means, that the peace that is sought must
be based on justice and that we should look towards
the future.
4. Springi~g froD;! this international will and fully
aware of Its natlo.l1al responsibilities, Egypt put
forward its historic initiative, which its Minister for
Foreign Affairs described as follows in his statement
before the General Assembly on 28 September 1984:

"Egypt . . . was prompted to launch its historic
peace initiative in the hope that a just and
honourable peace encompassing the whole region
might be achieved, a peace that would usher in a
new era of coexistence in accordance with the
principles embodied in the Charter of the United
Nations, the framework for civilized relations
between States and people" [12th meeting, para.
105].

5. The events which buffeted the Middle East
region in 1982 and 1983, both in Lebanon and in the
occupied Arab territories, are excellent proof, if proof
is needed, that stark force, whatever level it may
reach in wantonness and ferociousness, in destruc
tion and massacres, is unable to quell the will for life
and the national spirit, nor can it stifle the aspira
tions of the Palestinian people for their own State
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and their attachment to their land, Palestine. Wheth
er they live in exile, in the lands of imposed diaspora,
~r in the occupied territories of the West Bank,
Jerusalem and Gaza, the Palestinian people are
prompted by undying nationalist motivations; they
want to return to their homeland and to recover their
legitimate rights.
6. The occupied Arab territories are the scene every
day of inexcusable developments which block the
path towards the achievement of peace based on
justice and obstruct the serious efforts made towards
reconciliation and coexistence. This is manifested in
the perpetuation of military occupation as a system
of government and by the multiplication of economic
and population measures aimed at establishing settle
ments and installing new settlers.
7. The tragic events in Lebanon have unmasked not
only the failure of a policy based on militaristic
conceptions but have confirmed by bloody experi
ence that the solution of the Middle East problem
does not lie in military action but must be based
rather on a peaceful political solution, founded on
justice, the principles of the Charter and resolutions
of the United Nations, and the will of the interna
tional community, which can no longer ignore the
fact that the Palestinian problem is the core of the
Arab-Israeli conflict.
8. Lebanon, in spite of war, violence and occupa
tion, continues to regroup its energies and to unify its
ranks, in realization that a unified Lebanon will be a
stronger and more lasting Lebanon. Everyone today
must respect the will of the Lebanese people and
their legitimate authorities that the defiling of their
territory must cease and they must be given the
chance to achieve reconciliation and to start the
'l"A.t"""..."t ..n"'.. ; .....1t'tI rt.~ tho~ "'.f"'\1I'fttr1.1 C!.i"'\ that' OhQ"ftn", """0"
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once again contribute. as it has throughout history,
towards the prosperity of the region which will once
again. become an oasis of security, liberty and
learnmg.
9. Egypt follows closely the role Cl the United
Nations, which is one of the manifestations of the
international will in providing assistance to Lebanon
with a view to bringing about the withdrawal of the
Israeli occupying forces. We support the role played
by the Secretary-General. We support the people and
Government of Lebanon in their steadfast efforts to
attain their just and legitimate objectives.
10. The success of the international and regional
efforts made within the framework of the United
Nations, guided by its Charter and pertinent resolu
tions, depends on the will of all the parties con
cerned, international and regional, to accept the
challenge of peace, fully aware of the disastrous
nature of any alternative and the critical time
element.
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11. Egypt's peace proposal. is well defined and i~s body, ~nd the need to .make. fu.ll use of th~ ~e.curity
objectives are very clear. It IS based on the recogm- CouncIl as the organ with prmclpal responsibilIty for
tion of riqhts and the fulfilment of commitments. It the maintenance of international peace and security,
is also based on the exercise by the Palestinian people and to exploit its potential fruitfully.
of their nat~.lfal.right, in eom~on with ~l~ peoples, to 19. As the report makes clear, the Secretary-Gener-
self-d~termmatlon, un~er th~lr sol~ legitimate. re~re- ai's visits with parties concerned in the Middle East,
sentatlve, !he Palestme. LiberatIOn Orgamzatlon including Egypt, has provided the United Nations
[P~l?]; theIr absol~te rIght freely to c~oose .the with an opportunity to learn the positions of those
poht~cal syste~ which they. deem apP~oprIate, wlth- parties and also emphasized the international com-
ou~ mterventlon or. coer~lOn; the. rI&ht. of. all to mitment to overcome the obstacles in order to revive
e~ls~en~e and securIty without dlscrImmatlOn or the dialogue and negotiations, in accordance with the
dlstmctlOn. Charter of the United Nations and its resolutions.
12..Egyp~, full~ aware ~f .the true. nature of the 20. The Secretary-General explains how the Arab-
relatl~nshl~s which prevaIl In thC? Mld4le East and Israeli conflict has continued for 37 years, how a
the dlII!enslons of the Arab-Isr~eh conf}lct and ~f!er vicious circle of destructive wars has accompanied
eyaluatmg care~ully ~he pre~ent .mte~atlonal~qU1hb- peace etTorts, which stem from a consciousness of the
flum and the historIcal,perI~d II?- which .we hv~,. ~as danger of continued deadlock, and how all of this
r~spo~ded t~ all cons~ructlve. mte~~~I0J?al Im~la- affects the future of the region. We share the view of
tlves, I~cludm& the Umted NatIons mItlatlve c~lhng the Secretary-General, expressed in his report, that it
for an mternatlOnal peace conference on the Middle is necessary to attain a comprehensive peaceful
East. settlement that meets the following conditions: the
13. Egypt has responded to and supports this withdrawal of Israeli forces from occupied territories;
invitation. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Egypt respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty,
stated in his address before the General Assembly, territorial integrity and political independence of
"We wonder why such a call should be rejected or every State in the region and their right to live in
ignored. All of us should reflect deeply on the peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free
implications of the positive response by the PLO in from the threat or use of force; and, finally, a just
accepting this initiative." [Ibid., para. 116.] This settlement of the Palestinian problem based on
position, as described by the Foreign Minister of recognition of the legitimate rights of the, Palestinian
Egypt in the General Assembly, "constitutes a great people, including its right to self-determination. In
step forward towards peace." this context, the question of Jerusalem also remains
14. Egypt has clearly explained its position concern- of primary importance.
ing the proposal to hold this international conference 21. We fully accept the framework put forward by
and this position is reflected in the Secretary-Gener- the Secretary-General for we see in it a practical
aI's report [A/39//30 and Add.I]. approach to reaching a comprehensive peaceful set-
15. We believe that the methods applied by the tlement.
United Nations must be borne in mind. In the final 22. We also applaud the constructive ideas put
analysis, they provide every chance for the major forward by the Secretary-General to give effect to the
Powers to fulfil their collective responsibility for the international consensus on the necessity of finding a
maintenance of international peace and security, as peaceful settlement through negotiations, with the
defined in the Charter of the United Nations, and participation of all the parties concerned within the
give the regional parties, on an equal footing, the framework of the Security Council as the negotiating
chance to respond to the appeals and challenges of organ.
peac.e.in the Middle East. This is the key !o peace a~d 23. There is no doubt that we are in favour of the
stabIhty, so that the human. and materIal potentIal various elements or conditions of the settlement
m~v hp. clp.vntp.cI tn thp. ~thunnlpnt nf nrnorp~~ ~nrl G 1 A h .----J _... _... _... - .- ..... _••_••••••_••• -': l'--C--~~ ---- proposed by the Secretary- enera. t t e same time,
prosperIty for .the peoples of the r~gl~n.. .,. and as recommended by the Secretary-qeI?-eral, we
16. Egypt beheves that Arab securIty .IS !nd!v!s!ble, should incorporate the common characterIstics of the
Arab right is indivisible, Arab peace IS IndiVISible. various initiatives and proposals submitted in previ-
On that premise, Egypt remains d~te~ined to ous years.
pur~ue a path towards a compr~henslve, Just a~d 24. The Secretary-General has summed up the
lastll~g peace settlement of the ~Id:dle East ~onfllct situation in the Middle East in a succinct and
and Its core problem, the PalestmIan questIon. effective manner. We hope that all will understand its
17. An in-depth reading of the Sec~etary-gen.eral's long-term effects. He states, inter alia, that:
report [A/39/~OO] reve~ls the care wlt~ which It has "The history of the Arab-Israeli conflict in the
been ~raft~d; It. sheds h~t on the van~us aspects of Middle East and -of the Palestinian question has
th~. situation m the Middle East, mcludmg !he thus been a long record of missed opportunities
milItary develop~ent~ as. regards the 'peace-~eep~ng punctuated by wars and violence that have only
operatlon~, ~he sltua~lOn !n the o~cuple~.ternton~s, served to complicate the situation further and to
the Pal~stl~lan questl(~n, m both Its pohtlcal and Its create new misery and new obstacles to·' peace.
humamtanan dimenSions, and the search for a .
peaceful settlement of the conflict. "It seems clear to me that none of the parties to
18. Among the most important aspects of the ~his his~oric and tragic c~nflict c~n hope to obtain
Secretary-General's report is the serious and precise Its maXImt;tm demaJ?ds !! th~re IS to be a state of
manner in which he puts forward a political, proce- real peace m the regIon. [Ibid., paras. 42 a~d 43.]
dural and organizational framework for breaking th.e The Secretary:Ge~eralgoes.on to say: "In the hght of
deadlock and paving the way for senous and practI- the deep tensIOn In t~e Mld~le ~ast and t.he emer..
cal dialogue between the parties concerned, tbro~gh gence of n~w. factors In the sltuat!On, no~hIng c<?utd
the Security Council, as the appropriate negotiatmg be less reahstIc than to expect the mdefimte contInU-
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ation of the present situation of no peace-no war" bring a solution to the crisis of the Middle East and
[ibid., para. 49]. that it is only th~y who can all;d sho~ld. have the la~t

25. The international community continues rightly ~ord on everythmg. But today s ~eallty IS such tha.t It
to uphold the principle of the inadmissibility of the IS very hard for anybody.to believe t~at a solution
acquisition of territory by force, a principle that is could come out of Amencan or Soviet plans.
enshrined in Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) ~l. The periC?d since the Reagan plan was se}lsa-
and 338 (1973), as well as in other relevant resolu- tlOnally proclall1~ed on 1 Sep~em~er 19821 h~s given
tions of the United Nations. The withdrawal from all the clearest testimony of Hus. Smce that time our
occupied Arab territories-from the West Bank, delegation has shared the view. that that plan did not
including the Holy City of Jerusalem, Gaza and the and neve.r woul~ serve the mtere~ts of the Arab
Syrian Golan Heights-must be realized. pe~ples" m particular the ~alestlDlan pe~ple: The
26. The challenge before Israel today is not one of mam al;ffi of that plan ,r~mams the consolld~tlon of
geography or security, but rather a historic one in the l!D1~ed. Stat~s POSltlO!lS and those of ItS t~ol,
which the whole world calls upon Israel to recognize Israeh z,lODlsm, m t~e regIOn. It was exactly durmg
the legitimacy of the independence of Palestine and that perJod~ and ~gam~t t~e b~ckground ~f that.l?lan,
take the necessary historic decision to live in peace !hat Am~nca.n Impen~lIsm mcreased ItS military

'th it as an independent national entitv which like IDter,:ent~on .. ID the .Mlddle .East an~ th~ ba~b,!nc
WI I h . W' h . h 'h I Israeli act 01 aggression was launchea agamst Leoa-
Israe, as nghts, It out ~ res~onse to t at c a - non, where United States Marines were also engaged.
leng~" the peace process wJlI fall. The peace and Aeroplanes and cannons of the United States Sixth
stability of the reglo~ are at stake. Fleet rained tons of fire and iron on to the unprotect-
27. To c01l:clude, I Wish t~ ~dd that a~ter 37 years of ed population of Beirut. The United States signed a
wars and mlsse~ Oppo~uDltles, the Middle East and strategic-alliance agreement with Israel, the main
the Arab-Israeli c~nfllc~ are on the thresho~d of intention of which was to give Israel greater support
change ~hat could give birth to hope or to contll~ued politically and greater power militarily. To that end,
frustration. Let us therefor~ en~eavour to re~uscltate the American imperialists are providing more finan-
hop.es for peace ba,sed on Justice. Let us selz~ each cial aid so as to enable Israel to buy weapons from
avaJlable opportUnIty. Let us open the road m the American arms manufacturers and those of other
Middle E~st for t~e Palestinian people ~o that ~h~y countries, which strengthens their military industry.
may exe,rclse the ~ght to self-d~termm~tlOn and Jom 32. Logically and rightfully one can pose the ques-
t~e family of nations and the mternatlonal commu- tion: Why does Israel need all this military arsenal,
D1ty. ~s we are about to turn over the pages. of the which, as regards its potential, can be compared with
twentieth century, we call anew for a. vigorous that of the largest imperialist Powers? It can easily be
renewal C?f t~e proce~s of a compreh~nslve peace understood. It needs it for no other purpose but to
based on Justice. The time has come to change and to consolidate and perpetuate its occupation of Arab
look forward to the future. lands and, at the same time, to execute other
28. Mr. PAPAJORGJI (Albania): A survey of the dangerous plans. It is no accident that, just after that
development of events since the thirty-eighth session strategic-alliance agreement was signed, the Israeli
of the General Assembly last year shows, regretfully, Zionists became even more unrestrained. Their an..
that nothing has changed for the better in the region nexationist policy has taken on new dimensions: the
of the Middle East. On the contrary, the situation has process of Israeli colonization of the occupied territo-
deteriorated. Regardless of the documents produced, ries has gone on apace, southern Lebanon is. now
the decisions taken or the resolutions adopted by the completely under occupation and the military regime
Security Council, the General Assembly or other of the Zionists prevails in Lebanese towns and
international bodies, new elements have bee~ added villages. In sum, by so doing Israel has presented the
to the existing conflicts and tensions, makmg the entire world with a fait accompli that not only

• • t A I· . IL..JI I L't AI -- - -- • • • •s!tuatu:m even more .ense an_ exp.OSlve. precludes any wlinufawal nom me occupleo Arao
29. The Albanian delegation would like to reiterate lands but, under the pretext of "the security of
at this session as in the past that the source of the borders", aims at expanding the occupied territories
grave situation fraught with tensions in the Middle further.
East is the aggressive and annexationist activities of 33. In the situation now prevailing in Lebanon and
the Israeli Zionists and the hegemonistic policy in the Middle East in general, one can easily see the
pursued by the two super-Powers-United States efforts made by the American imperialists to involve
Imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism. It is the their allies as much as possible in the region's
Middle East's oil and ~eo-strategic position that lie at political and military events. By "internationalizing"
the foundation of thelf bitter political, military and intervention in the area because of not wanting to be
economic rivalry. Their clash for hegemony and the isolated in its military and political aspects, the
cons(1~idation and expansion of their zones of influ- American imperialists try at the same time to give
ence has made the situation more turbulent and has the impression of an intervention undertaken in
turned the Middle East into a permanent hotbed of common by the West.
tension. The super-Powers cannot hide their wicked 34. On the other hand, the Soviet social-imperial-
envy by publicly proclaiming this region as "a zone ists are doing their utmost to exploit the situation
of their vital interests", for whose defence they do created in the region to achieve their own aims, to
not hesitate to resort to threats, including the use of gain ~round and to torpedo to the maximum the
force. By treating the entire region, which includes American initiatives. Under these circumstances,
various slJvereign countries and peoples, as their own they proposed the convening of an international
preserve, the super-Powers are overtly and arrogantly conference that would allegedly solve the crisis in the
showing their aggressive nature. Middle East [see A/39/368]. But it is quite clear that
30. It has now become standard behaviour for them the Soviet proposal has nothing new, either in form
to take the position that only the super-Powers can or in content. Its principal aim is to consolidate the
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position of the Soviet Union in the Middle East at Lebanon and their annexationist policy as a whole.
the expense of the American imperialists and to At the same time, they denounce the conspiratorial
secure greater and stronger involvement in the course policy of the two super-Powers, which have pro-
of all events. That proposal in itself does not contain voked, kept ablaze and adjusted the tension in the
anything that serves the interests of the Palestinian or Middle East accordin~ to their aims and ambitions,
other Arab peoples. It is in keeping with the well- even by bargaining with each other in keeping with
known Soviet policy, which has never spared the their interests.
label .of "friendship" with the Arab p.eopJes. But 40. The synthesis of our attitude of principle in
expe~lence has proved. that whenever: Its mterests support of the just cause of the fraternal Arab peoples
requ1f~, the Soviet UnIon has not he~ltate? to stab is to be found in the following extract from Reflec-
them m the back. The ~o-c~lled S~vlet aid to the tions on the Middle East. 2 a book written by the
Arab people~ a~d ~ountnes IS noth~ng bu;t a means leader of the Albanian people, Comrade Enver
for accomphshmg Its enslavement mtentlOns. Hoxha, and published recently:
35. The continuation of the fratricidal war between "We have defended and will continue to defend
Iran and Iraq for more than four years now has the just anti-imperialist cause of the Arab peoples,
aggravated the situation in the region.. It !S t~e super- who have seen, are seeing and will see that small
Powers that, to promote their expansIOnIst mterests, socialist Albania is not afraid of the imperialists
instigated and provoked this war-which i~ causing and revisionists and that it wiii always be a sincere
heavy losstes to the peoples of both countnes-and and loyal friend of the Arab countries, in good
now try to keep it alive. times or bad."
36. All this hostile activity against the Arab peoples 41. Mr. ALATAS (Indonesia): While unresolved
has created numerous difficulties and caused great tensions and crises are rampant in various regions of
suffering, in particular for the Palestinian people. our world today, nowhere but in the Middle East has
Nobody can be indifferent to the brutal genocide protracted conflict carried with it such a palpable
being practised against them, which is often charac- threat to international peace and security.
terized by the physical liquidation of people en 42. The Arab-Israeli conflict has remained unre-
mass,e. N~ matter how I?any years. pass, Sabra and solved for almost 40 years now. The search for
Shattla Will always re!D~m ~m IJ.ld~hble black blot of durable peace in that volatile region has become
wa~tonness on Isr~e.h ZIOnIsm m ItS bloody crusade locked into a most depressing pattern-moving from
agaInst the PalestinIan people. one crisis to the next, from war to frenzied peace
37. The massacred-old men or women, adults or initiative, to war and back again-without ever
children-the mountains of victims, are and will budging significantly from the impasse that has
remain a vivid accusation of the Israeli Zionists. persisted, or has been allowed to persist, over this
Nothing can justify the deportation of the Palestinian problem. In the meantime, far from yielding new
people from their homeland where for thousands of opportunities towards a solution, continued delay
years generations of them have been living. History has brought added complications and even more
has hardly known any other such practice of geno- dangerous dimensions to the conflict.
cide. !'levertheless, such things. do not attract. the 43. The United Nations, which since its inception
attentIOn at all of those who claim to be champIOns has btien seized of this problem in all its multifarious
of the defence of human rights. aspects, cannot, however, be held accountable for
38. The Palestinian people have become a target of this stalemate. 9ver the y~ars, the General Assembly
the imperialist-Zionist policy because the struggle of and th.e Secunty C~)l~nctl ~ave adopted scores of
that people is one of the main obstacles preventing resolutions anq ,deCISions In eff0t1s to create the
them from accomplishing their plans. The eftemies of !lecessary c~ndltlons for and t~ pomt the way to a
the Palestinian people would like them to lay down Just and lastmg peace m the regIOn. But they have all

• • • 1.. • ...I 1..... 1... ft"'~t u,,;th T~..a41'C! h ...o.,o," : ........,f:JI .... o.nnul',.I"II'O nnA ....++0.-tnclf arms, give up tlleif anneu stru.~e anu SUuject ••~"'.. -...... ..:II~"""& LJ V~(,I£."".. 1•• ".ul.~.6""~."'."'. QIIU U&. I.'"1
themselves to the tragic fate dictated by the super- ~Isregard of mternatlOnal norms of CIVIlIzed behav-
Powers and zionism. They have always attempted to lour.
sow discord within the Palestinian liberation move- 44. Encouraged by the almost unquestioning sup-
ment and create aJ;ltagonism between it and various port extended to it by its powerful friends and
Arab countries. But the brave and heroic Arab protectors, Israel has habitually flouted the cardinal
peoples which have been fighting for centuries will principles and rulings of the United Nations. As
never abandon their struggle until they win their events during the past year have again shown, Israel
legitimate rights. They know how to avoid falling persists in its efforts to impose on the region by force
into the traps and the misleading and disruptive plots of arms its own aggressive and expansionist designs,
of the super-Powers, the United States and the Soviet in arrogant defiance of world censure.
Union, a.s well ~s those ofIsrael. The .strengthening.of 45. Two and a half years after the brutal invasion of
the genume UnIty aml?ng themselves m order to resl~t Lebanon, Israeli troops are still occupying parts of
and ~verc~m~ the UnIted ~orces ~f I~rael, ~ht: Amen- Lebanese territory. Indeed, their prolonged illegal
can IJ!1perlah~ts, the. SOVlt:t soclal-111.lpeflahst~ ~md presence in southern Lebanon all but confirms the
those In reactionary Circles IS a necessl~Y.m their Just view that Israel's ultimate intent has all along b~en
struggle. Only .resolute, un~omp~omls1Dg struggle the de facto partition of that country. In the light of
b~sed on genume Arab UnIty wdl lead them to those facts, the stated readiness of the Tel Aviv
ViCtOry. regime to negotiate the withdrawal of its occupation
39~ The Albanian people and its Governrnent, as forces under the aegis of the United Nations cannot
always, strongly condemn the criminal actions of the be accepted at its face value. My delegation for one
Israeli Zionists against the Palestinian and other can be persuaded of Israel's good faith in this matt~r
Arab peoples. They condemn their brutal ge.nocide only if and when it complies with Security Council
'that knows no bounds, their occupation of sQuthern and General Assembly demands.
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Mr. Helgason (Iceland), Vice-President, took the
Chair.
52. At this juncture, my delegation would like to
recall that the International Conference on the
Que~tjon of Palestine, held at Geneva from 29
August to 7 September 1983, unanimously agreed to
call for the convening of an international peace
conference on the Middle East, a call subsequently
endorsed by the General Assembly in resolution
38/58 C.
53. Indonesia's support for the proposed conference
was premised on the conviction that such a confer
ence would indeed serve as a viable and effective
negotiating framework within which the various
interrelated aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict, as
well as the multiplicity of contending interests inher
ent in them, could equitably and comprehensively be
addressed. it would furthermore provide a forum in
which all the parties concerned would participate on
an equal footiIig, including the PLO.
54. Resolution 38/58 C also requested the Secre
tary-General to undertake consultations and to seek
the views of the members of the Security Council and
of Governments directly interested in the Arab-Is
raeli conflict on the holding of the conference. The
Secretary-Gener&l has reported to us the results of his
efforts [see A/39/130 and Add.}]. Although a large
majority of those consulted fully endorsed the con
vening of the peace conference, with some advancing
significant proposals on various aspects, certain
Governments responded negatively. My delegation,
therefore, deeply regrets that on the basis of those
responses the Secretary-General in his subsequent
report has had to conclude that: "the conditions
required for convening the proposed conference with
any chance of success are not met at the present
time" [A/39/600, para. 40].
55. While Indonesia is under no illusion that the
objective of a peace conference could be easily
realized, we remain convinced that it is only through
patient diplomacy and serious negotiations that a
peaceful and lastmg settlement to the Middle East
problem can be attained. There is also no question
but that any progress and success on this score will
essentially depend on the political will and the
0 ..................... n.~ ""'4 ....... ".;"'.. D ...........A ..L'lI ....G ;,..•• I"...I., ......0 ••t .......
"'UI'II'I&1o va. 1.1.1.,., &J..&Q.JVI. .& "'"'-'&il3, YUI. \tIUI.Q.&J.l ,,&.&... ,,"U

super-Powers. Hence, we fully agree with the Secre
tary-General that the United Nations should make
another determined effort to find the means by which
we can move forward to a just and lasting peace in
the Middle East. We in Indonesia believe, as he does,
that given the urgent need to break the present
deadlock, it should still be possible to devise, within
the overall framework of the international peace
conference, a negotiating process or structure accept
able to all the parties concerned, for the alternatIve
can only be an inexorable slide towards yet another,
even more destructive, cycle of violence and war,
with disastrous consequences not only for the region
but for the world as a whole.
56. Mr. TSVETKOV (Bulgaria) (interpretat;onfrom
French): For many long years, the situation in the
Middle East has been the centre of world attention.
During all of those years, the United Nations has
adopted a large number of resolutions and decisions
for the purpose of achieving a just and peaceful
solution to tl.te conflict, but they have. yet to be
applied and the situation remains extremely tense
and explosive. The crisis is perpetuating itself and

46. At the same time, my delegation is greatly
encouraged that after an arduous process of national
reconciliation Lebanon has emerged with a new
Government of National Unity. Indonesia extends
its full support to the Lebanese Government and
people in their efforts further to consolidate national
resilience and to restore its territorial integrity by
achieving the immediate and unconditional with
drawal of all Israeli forces to internationally recog
nized boundaries.

47. The past year has also witnessed the continued
colonization and Judaization of the occupied Pales
tinian and other Arab territories, including Jerusalem
and the Golan Heights, which are aimed at changing
their legal status and demographic composition.
Israel's pursuit of its infamous settlements policy is
unabated and, indeed, has accelerated. The Palestin
ian Arabs in the V/est Bank, as in all territories under
Israeli rule, have had to endure ever harsher meas
ures ano practices designed to terrorize and intimi
date them into leaving their ancestral homeland. And
their most elementary human rights and civil liber
ties continue to be ruthlessly trampled upon. It is the
intensification of this systematic policy of oppression
and repression which constitutes the bitter reality in
the Middle East today and has rendered the resolu
tion of the conflict immeasurably more difficult.

48. It is clear that the onus of responsibility for this
state of affairs falls squarely on Israel, whose policies
and actions have always been the root cause of
aggravated tension and conflict in the region. It is
equally clear, however, that resort to armed might
and policies based on sheer power calculations have
brought neither greater security to Israel nor peace to
the Middle East.

49. By Indonesia and the overwhelming majority of
mankind, the essence of the Middle East problem is
rightly perceived as one of justice: justice in ensuring
the exercise of the inalienable right of the Palestinian
people to self-determination and independent state
hood in Palestine; justice in effecting Israel's total
withdrawal from all Arab territories occupied since
1967, including Jerusalem; justice in safeguarding the
basic need of the States in the region to live in peace
within secure boundaries, free from aggression and
J:' ! ..a.! ..I ~ __ •• __ ! ... ! __ ! ~ ! _

lurel,?n uccupatlun; aDU, nnauy, Jusuce ID secunng
the fight of the PLO, the sole legItimate representa
tive of the Palestinian people, to participate on an
equal footing in all efforts and negotiations towards
finding a peaceful settlement in the Middle East.
Those are indeed the essential elements on which a
durable and comprehensive peace should be based.

50. It is most distressing to observe, however, that
to the major Powers the Arab-Israeli conflict appears
to be primarily viewed in terms of a global power
struggle, for which strategic alliances need to be
forged and in which armed confrontation cannot be
ruled out. If this is to be the predominant perception
in our pursuit of a solution in the Middle East, the
chances of world-wide conflagration could conceiv
ably become an imminent reality.

51. My Government, therefore, has always been
acutely aware of the need for all of us to persevere in
the only sensible path towards a peaceful and com
prehensive settlement, which is through a process
of negotiation involving the one international ma
chinery which we have collectively created and
designed for this very purpose: the United Nations.~
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could at any moment be converted into an armed control over the natural wealth of the Arab world,
conflict with unforeseeable consequences. first· and foremost, its oil resources.
57. There is no shadow of doubt, for the world as a 62. The anti-Arab nature of this alliance between
whole, that the crisis in the Middle East is a direct Israel and the United States has been displayed in the
result ofthe expansionist policy of the State of Israel. last few years in all clarity. It has based its tactic on
From 1948 up to the present time, it has waged five the imposition of separate agreements with Arab
wars of aggression, and since 1967 it has been States, in accordance with the classic principle of
occupying the West Bank of the Jordan, the Gaza divide and rule. This was ultimately the meaning of
Strip, the Golan Heights and the south of Lebanon. It the ingloriously famous Camp David accords, which
is pursuing a policy of colonization in the occupied have only led to the escalation nf the crisis, and also
territories. It is extending the network of its military the meaning of their latter-day variations. The humi-
set.tlem.ent.s by.. constantly increasing the number of liating agreement reached between Israel and Leba-
settlers. There is confirmation of its designs to non in May 1983, which was another desperate
increase the number of those settlers to 1.4 million. attempt to impose this system, in practice was
From the very rostrum of the Knesset, calls were designed to achieve the partition of Lebanon and the
made by chauvinist elements dreaming of Greater transformation of that country into a foreign protec-
Israel for the complete annexation of the occupied torate and into a forward position for attacks against
territories. the neighbouring Arab countries.
58. During the last few years, Tel Aviv has added a 63. The events which followed illustrated the lim-
new page of violence to the annals of the conflict of ited possibilities of the new colonizers. Signed in the
the Middle East. An Israeli army, 100,000 men shadow of the cannon, this shameful document was
strong, invaded Lebanon, sowing death ~r:d devasta- revoked, thanks to the fierce opposition of Lebanese
tion on its way. From the beginning, the designs patriots and progressive Arab States. It has been
behind that aggression were no secret to anyone. demonstrated once again that it is difficult today to
They were to seize a new strategic stronghold, to force a reople to their knees by bayonets or by the
crush the patriotic national forces and the Palestinian threat of reprisal expeditions, or by armadas.
resistance. In the operation in Lebanon, Tel Aviv saw 64. The most recent developments show that the
among other things a possibility of dealing a crushing urgency for a peaceful settlement of the Middle East
blow to the Syrian Arab Republic whose anti-imperi- problem remains as great as ever. The analysis of its
alist positions had more than once foiled its military history reveals that its various components are
designs. And it is precisely its adventure in Lebanon closely link~d and interdependent. The path of
which has covered it with opprobrium: the Israeli partial solutions and of selective approaches is filled
military machine organized the massacre ofhundreds with dangers and leads to an impasse. To try to
of thousands of innocent women, children and the strengthen the security of someone by ignoring the
elderly in the camps of Sabra and Shatila. legitimate rights of others is only a step towards the

perpetuation and the aggravation of the conflict.
59. Israel's aggression has caused indescribable suf-
fering and hardship to the people and the countries of 65. In view of the gravity of the present internation-
the Arab world. But the principal victims of its al situation, the world community is quite right in
ambitions of conquest are the Arab peop~e of Pales- looking for a f' ·'.Hon to the problem of the Middle
tine. East which WOl , '~e into account all of its aspects:

the vital interest., uI' the peoples of the region, as well
60. For decades, millions of Palestinians have been as strengthened international peace and security.
living expelled from their homes and have been This is the approach of the People's Republic of
denied the sacred right to own their own homeland. Bulgaria, which is based upon the principle of the
In the occupied lands, their national rights are cruelly inadmissibility of the annexation of foreign territo-
trampied underfoot They are the object of ~ross ries by means ofaggression. This steadfast position of
exploitation and of police lawlessness and natIOnal the socialist countries was expressed in the Political
discrimination. The whole of Israel's military ma- Declaration adopted at the meeting of the Political
chine is subordinated at present to the goal of Consultative Committee of the States Parties to the
destroying the Palestinian movement of national Warsaw Treaty, held at Prague on 4 and 5 January
liberation and to erase the question of Palestine from 1983,3 as well as in numerous other initiatives and
the agenda of world problems. All this is done in proposals that are well known by now.
flagrant violation of the principles of international 66. The Soviet proposal of 29 July 1984
law and of the decisions of the United Nations, in [A/39/368], which offers bench-marks for a compre-
defiance of international public opinion, which has hensive solution to the Middle East problem and
been expressed on so many occasions. opens a clear prospect for the establishment of a just
61. As for the causes of the serious situation in the and lasting peace in the region, has been welcomed
Middle East, it is clear, even to an uninformed with great interest. It was qualified as a positive
person, that it is solely through the military, finan- undertaking by numerous Heads of State and politi-
cial, political and diplomatic assistance of the United cal leaders.
States that Israel has been capable of carrying out its 67. The People's Republic of Bulgaria fully shares
major piratical operations and has i$nored, with so the idea that the first and irreplaceable condition for
much defiance, the Charter of the UOlted Nations, as the solution of the problem remains the liberation of
well as the appeals of the world Organization. For its all the occupied Arab territories held from 1967 to
part, the Umted States sees Israel as the principal this day and the elimination of Israeli settlements
instrument of its long-term strategy in this region, a established in those territories. With this, it is
strategy which aims at imposing its political .and necessary to put into practice ~uarantees for the
military domination upon the crossroads of the three inalienable right of the Palestinian people to self-
'continents in the eastern hemisphere, as wen as its determination and the establishment of its own State.
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This will have decisive importance for the normaliza
tion of the situation in the Middle Ea~t. The possibil
ity should also be given to Palestine refugees to
return to their homes or else to be compensated for
their property.
68. The settlement of the problem should $uaran
tee, in practice, the right of all the peoples to hve and
develop in independence and security, with due
respect for absolute reciprocity. The only real way
that could lead to this goal is the cessation of the state
of war between the Arab countries and Israel and the
undertaking by all the parties to the conflict, Israel
and the State of Palestine, to respect the indepen
dence, the sovereignty and the territorial integrity of
the other and to resolve their difficulties by peaceful
means.
69. An important instrument of stabilization for
such a settlement would be the adoption of interna
tional guarantees for the peaceful settlement; and the
role of guarantor could then be entrusted to the
permanent members of the Security Council or to the
Security Council as a whole.
70. The Soviet initiative, as we see it, has the merit
of putting into focus the idea of an international
conference on the Middle East, which was launched
some time ago by the socialist countries and which
has broad international support. The Bulgarian dele
gation has constantly expressed the certainty that
such a conference, under the aegis of the United
Nations, offers the most appropriate machinery for
the solution of the complex problems of the MIddle
East. It is natural that at such a conferenc~ we should
have the participation of all the Arab States having
common frontiers with Israel. This means Syria,
Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon and, of course, Israel, as well
as the PLO, ar; the only legitimate representative of
the Palestinian people. It would also be normal for
the Soviet Union and the United States to take part
in such a conference in view of the fact that,
historically, they have been playing an important role
in the affairs of the region and that they were co
chairmen of the previous conference on the Middle
East. It is also logical to provide for the participation,
by common agreement, of certain other States capa
ble of favourably influencing the solution of the
problems under discussion.
71. I should like to point out that the constructive
positions of the socialist States, including those of the
Soviet proposal of 29 July 1984, are consistent with
the principles embodied in the Final Declaration
adopted on 9 September 1982 at the Twelfth Arab
Summit Conference, held at Fez,4 as they are consis
tent with the well-known resolutions of the United
Nations on the problems of the Middle East.
72. To conclude, I should like to emphasize that the
People's Republic of Bulgaria has always followed
with interest and sincere preoccupation the develop
ment of the situation in this region. My country feels
the legitimate aspirations of the Arab people as being
very close and understandable and fully supports
theu heroic struggle for freedom, independence and
social progress.
73. The vital interests of the peoples of the Middle
East, like the interests of peace and security through
out the w~rld, require that the United Nations and
all its Member States exert maximum effort so that
an early end might be put to the hotbed oftensions in
this long-suffering part of the world. As far !is
Bulgaria is concerned, it will continue in the future to

work in favour of a peaceful, just and lasting
settlement of the conflict of the Middle East.

74. Mr. WASIUDDIN (Bangladesh): In his report
on the situation in the Middle East, the Secretary
General observed that:

"The search for a peaceful settlement in the
Middle East has followed a pattern that has
become all too familiar. Each of the five destruco

tive and inconclusive wars has been followed by a
new peace effort, spurred by the renewed aware
ness of the dangers of continued stalemate. On
each occasion proposals were put forward and in
some cases partial agreement reached, but the
peace effort soon became deadlocked because of
the intransigence of one party or another. In time,
the sense of urgency was lost and a deadlock was
once again allowed to persist until the next major
crisis." [A/39/600, para. 35.]

75. No other issue in contemporary history has
been discussed and deliberated on so extensively, yet
the problem remains unresolved, and it continues to
threaten international peace and security, despite the
nearly unanimous appeals of the international com
munity. On the contrary, the situation has steadily
deteriorated, even in the course of the past year, and
this has further aggravated the already explosive
situation in the region. What we are faced with is a
totally unacceptable situation created by the contin
ued Israeli policy of aggression, occupatio,n and
expansionism. The people in the occupied Arab and
Palestinian territories have been subjected to the
worst forms of harassment and persecution. Israel's
policies and recent actions have made it abundantly
clear that it is interested only in heightening tension
in the region and is determined, to frustrate any
international move to resolve the Middle East prob
lem peacefully.

76. The present explosive situation in the Middle
East is a direct consequence of a ilistoric injustice,
when an alien people was virtually imposed upon'the
Arab world throu~h the creation of Israel. This newly
created State, whIch received huge economic,. politi
cal and military aid from its allies and friends,
adopted from the outset an aggressive and,.'hostile
policy against its Arab neighbours. In violation of all
the canons of international law and of the Charter of
the United Nations, Israel-pleading so-called self
defence--carried out a series of acts of aggression
and occq,ied huge Arab territories. Despite repeated
calls by the General Assembly and the Security
Council, Israel has refused to vacate the occupied
Arab and Palestinian territories. All the efforts of the
United Nations to bring justice to the suffering
Palestinian and Arab people have been arrogantly
and deliberately rejected by Israel, which has openly
flouted the v61ce of the international community.

77. In the face of the groFil. universal consensus
in favour of the Arab and ralestinian cause, Israel
has of late further intensified its policy of aggression,
illegal settlements and annexation. The Israeli at~
tempts to annex and change the status of the Holy
City of Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan Heights have
been unequivocally condemned by the international
community and declared null and void. Then, in
1982, Israel invaded Lebanon and, despite resolu
tions and (jecisions of the General Assembly and the
Security Council, has continued to occupy a major
part of that country.
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78. In pursuance of its policy of State terrorism, 81. The developments in the Middle East during
Israel has also stepped up its barbarity and repression the last nearly four decades have demonstrated
in the occupied territories as part of its ruthless beyond any shadow of a doubt that the complex
design to liquidate the Palestinian people and its sole problem of the Middle East cannot be solved by a few
legitimate representative, the PLO. Thousands of countries-or, in other words, by a major Power and
innocent men, women and children have been massa- its allies. Such moves are bound to be heavily tilted
cred, but the heroic Palestinian people have demon- in their own favour, serving only their narrow
strated that they cannot and will not be subjugated by national interests, and to the detriment of the
violence. The Palestinian youths who laid down their legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. What is
lives only last week proved once again that the clearly needed is an international effort under the
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people cannot be aegis of the United Nations to ensure that the
denied them. Similarly, recent developments have interests and rights of all the parties concerned are
demonstrated that their sole legitimate representa- met and respected in a fully impartial and rational
tive, the PLO, cannot be silenced. manner, with a view to evolving a just, viable and

lasting settlement of the problem.
79. It is now universally recognized that the ques-
tion of Palestine is at the core of the problem of the 82. It is in this context that the proposed intema-
Middle East and that, consequently, it is not possible tional peace conference on the Middle East assumes
t(}- envisage a settlement of the problems in the particular importance. Such a conference, it is unnee-
Middle East unless the legitimate and inalienable essary to emphasize, will have to go through a process
national rights of the Palestinian people are fully initially with the parties directly involved, including
restored. Bangladesh has reiterated in the past its the PLO and the major Powers, particularly the
firm conviction that any meaningful effort to bring United States and the Soviet Union. Gradually the
peace in the region must be based on a comprehen- process should be widened to include all the parties
sive solution of the problem. that are interested in the region and, finally, the

entire international community. What is needed to
80. It was in this context that the Bangladesh start this process is the necessary political will,
Adviser for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Humayun Rasheed particularly on the part of the major Powers which
Choudhury, in his statement to the General Assem- are in a position to influence developments in the
bly on 1 October, summed up our position on this region. The situation in the Middle East has already
issue when he stated: reached an explosive stage and any further delay in

"The tragedy of Palestine is the tragedy of our starting the peace proce~s might trigger off a totally
times. No other issue in recent times has evoked so unmanageable crisis, making it extremely difficult, if
much attention and concern as the plight of the not impossible, to restore peace in the region.
Palestinians. For more than three decades, the 83. Bangladesh has therefore consistently supported
international community has witnessed the suffer- the call for the early convening of an international
ings and anguish of the Palestinian people, who peace conference on the Middle East. We consider it
were forcibly uprooted from their hearths and vital that all parties involved in the current conflict
homes. It is now universally recognized that the in the Middle East should participate in the confer-
heart of the problem is the restoration of the ence, including the PLO, as well as the United States
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, includ- and the Soviet Union. We therefore fully appreciate
ing the right to establish a State of their own with the efforts of the Secretary-General to that end. We
Jerusalem as its capital. It is regrettable that Israel are somewhat disappointed to note from his latest

. continues to flout the decisions and resolutions of report that "the conditions required for convening
the United Nations and persists in its ille~al the propc,3ed conference with any chance of success
occupation of Arab and Palestine territories, ID- are not met at the present time" [A/39/600, para. 40].
cluding the Holy City of AI Quds al-Sharif. The However, we fuHy share his assessment that:
position of Bangladesh on this question has always "What is now needed, it seems to me, is a
been firm and consistent and we have always framework for negotiations and an umbrella under
extended our unstinted support to our Palestinian which the necessary contacts could develop accord-
~!~~~~r~Li,~ t~~~..s~~~fL' f~!..t.~!.~~s!~~~i~~ ~~!~~_i~ ing t~ the dtimands of the problems that were being
IIli1UemUJle ngm I.U :seu-uel.t.:rmmi1uun unuer me considered. It is this kind of framework or auspices
leadership of the PLO, their sole and legitimate that I believe could most usefully serve the needs
representative. We condemn the continued Israeli of all the parties to the Middle East conflict."
occupafon of Arab and Palestinian territories and [lb'd 47 ]
h bl' h f I . h . I ., para. .t e estr. IS ment 0 sett ements ID t e occupIed

lands. We are convinced that the situation de- We are greatly appreciative of the persistent efforts of
mands a comprehensive settlement of th~ problem the Secretary-General, who is seeking a way to get the
which must be based on total and unconditional peace process moving.
withdrawal of Israeli forces from all Palestinian 84. On the eve of the fortieth anniversary of the
and Arab territories and thl'J restoration of the United Nations, a renewed international effort
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people. We are should be undertaken to start the peace process in the
also convinced that the participation of the PLO, region. The Arab peace plan, which was adopted on 9
on an equal footing with all other parties, in the September 1982 at the Twelfth Arab Summit Confer-
peace process is indispensable. It is in this context ence, held at I Fez,4 and which my delegation fully
that we extended our full support to the Arab peace supports as a sound basis for the restoration of peace
plan as a sound basis for establishing peace in the in the Middle East, and other plans which have been
region. We commend the Secretary-General for his submitted from various quarters are already before
sincere endeavours and for his untiring efforts to zhe international community. Let us then take a
restore peace in the region." [15th meeting, para. decisive course of action here at this session,' to
129.] 'initia~e the peace process. The purposes and princi-
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pIes of the Charter of the United Nations are as valid system of the State and to assess the competence of
today as they were at the time of the founding of the its public authorities and its conduct in inter-State
Organization. The most fitting sign of respect that we society."
c~n s~ow t~is great .world bod¥ on the eve of this 92. It is clear today that this kind of omission, in
hlston~ anOlver.sary IS a determ10ed ~ffort to restore addition to the circumstances and pressures which
pe~ce. m the MI~dIe l?as! on the basIs of the sacred led to the adoption of General Assembly resolution
pr10clples enshr10ed m ItS Charter. 181 (11) of 29 November 1947 and which were
85. Mr. BOUZIRI (Tunisia) (interpretation from tDuched upon in the memoirs of former United
French): It has become ( "Istomary, after each Israeli States President Harry Truman, is at the root of the
act of aggression agajT~t Arab States, for peace explosive situation in the Middle East and notably of
initiatives to be put forward in an attempt to resolve the grave injustice committed against the Palestinian
the Arab-Israeli conflict. It has also become custom- people.
ary for Israel, after each of its misdeeds, to adopt an 93 It is not our intention to reassess the historical
!ntransi~ent position, consisting in.a challeng~ to the background of both the Israeli-Palestinian and the
1Oternatlon~1rule of la~ and a. deOlal of the nghts of Arab-Israeli problem but only to indicate that the
others. This observatIOn, which unfortunately has policy of fait accompli which underlies the Zionist
been pr~ved cor~ect repeatedly by the adventU!lSm of ideology was unfortunately tried out successfully as
successwe Israeh leaders, was shown to be valId once soon as it was announced that Israel was going to be
again following the Israeli aggression in Lebanon. created.
86. For the first time in the histof¥ of the co~flict, 94. Israeli expansionism consists of a series of faits
four pea,ce plans emerg~d and gave pse to hope m ~n accomplis, the latest of which is the invasion of
1OternatIOnal commuOlty. sorely tne~ by the persls- Lebanon. Virtually any pretext can be adduced so
!ence o~ a hotbed of tensIOn t~at senously threatel'!s long as the objective remains clear-that is the
mternatlOnal peace and s~c1;1r.lty: As soon as their deplorable attitude adopted by the Israeli leaders
~uthors announ.ced these Imtt~ttve~, t~ey were re- when they face the Arab-Israeli problem.
Jected by Israeh leaders very ~Ittle m~I1Oed to take 95. The settlements policy promoted by the leaders
a9count of the concerns of the mternatIonal commu- of Israel is of the greatest concern to us. If the
Olty. Governments that have succeeded each other since
87. More than two years after the invasion of 1967 have encouraged and promoted settlements in
Lebanon, these various peace initiatives remain the occupied territories, the Begin Government, in
pious wishes, despite the protracted involvement of particular, did not fail to make use of Talmudic
the occupation forces and the vicissitudes that led to arguments to affirm that the West Bank belongs to
the departure of Mr. Begin and the postponement of what it calls the "Land of Israel". The objective was
Israeli designs in Lebanon. to have 100,000 settlers in the West Bank as rapidly
88. Tunisia which is dedicated to the rule of as possible. That figure, in its view, would be a
international' law and the role that the United "critical mass" which would not allow any subse-
Nations is destined to play in this conflict, deeply quent Israeli G<?vernm~nt ~o agree to a withdrawal
regrets the failure that we see today as a result of the from the occupied terntOrIes.
inflexible attitude of the Israeli leaders. 96. This plan to Judaize the occupied territories, or
89. Israel stubbornly rejects the idea of the estab- at least engulf. the Palestinian populat~on by p.ol~ti-
lishment"of a Palestinian State, despite the interna- cally, ~conomlcally and ~ven numencally stlflmg
tional consensus. Israel is making ever more clear its Arab. vtllages and towns, IS based on arguments. of
intention to annex the occupied territories by force of sec1;1nty, the myth of an alleged A~ab d~nger lurk!ng
arms. Israel continues to expropriate and confiscate agamst Israel and many oth~r.conslderatlOns runOlng
Palestinian and Arab lands and to arrest and expel cou.nter to t~e letter and spmt of the Charter of the
Palestinians. Israel is feverishly establishing settle- UOlted NatIOns.
ments in the occupied territories with the aim of 97. Israeli leaders emphasize the fundamental stra-
crushing Arab towns and villages and forcing their tegic role of the settlements. In January 1977,
inhabitants to leave. In the name of a dubious Yitzhak Rabin, then Prime Minister of Israel, stated
concept of security, Israel bombs the Iraqi nucleai that the settiements strengthened the security of
reactor, transforms southern Lebanon into a forward Israel and provided a solid foundation for its argu-
observation post and ti~htens its grip on the West ment demanding peace with defensible borders.
Bank and the Gaza StrIp. Worse still, Israel keeps Yigal Allon was of the view that the settlements were
alive a doubt as to its true borders in the hope of set up in strategically important areas along the
realizing what it terms "Eretz Yisrael". existing borders and in. the proximity of areas that
90. In the more than 35 years since the establish- could become borders m the future.
ment of Israel, the internatIOnal community has had 98. The process that Israeli leaders view as irrevers-
ample time to observe that that country is a danger to ible was accelerated in the wake of the invasion of
peace and that the description "peace-loving State" Lebanon and of the peace proposals put forward by
conferred upon it in General Assembly resolution President Reagan on 1 September 1982.1 At present
273 (Ill), of 11 May 1949, was all the more unjustifi- we are seeing the acceleration of Judaization of the
able in that, between 29 November 1947 and 11 May Holy City of AI-Quds and of AI..Khalil and other
1949, Israeli troops, despite the efforts of the United Palestinian towns, pursuant to a plan which is no
Nations, had already seized territories in the area doubt intended gradually to remove the Palestinian
allocated to the Arabs of Palestine. inhabitants and put Jewish families in their place.
91. Count Bernadotte rightly stated that "The 99. The establishment of Jewish militias which sow
United Nations has neglected the vital duty of terror among the Palestinian inhabitants is obYiously
applying to this State LIsrael] the regime of an favourable to this policy of gradually absorbing the
international mandate to determine the functional Arab occupied territories.
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100. The Kach movement of Meir Kahane, an
expert on violence against the Palestinians in the
occupied territories, has firmly established this de
plorable racist tendency which the Israeli leaders are
try~ng in vain to defend. In his book, The Case of
Israel: A Siudy ofPolitical Zionism, S Roger Garaudy
feels that "the racism of political zionism is a
perfectly coherent system on which all the legislation
and practices of the State of Israel arc based".
101. Israeli practice in the occupied Arab territories
at present consists of tightening the vice around Arab
habitation centres, increasing the density of already
existing settlements, and establishing others so that,
by 1987, 175 settlements will be established in which
a quarter of a million Jews will take up residence.
102. The plan prepared by Matityahu Drobles on
the settling of the West Bank, as well as documents of
the World Zionist Organization on the expansion of
settlement areas, clearly show the annexationist
intentions of the Israeli leaders in defiance of rele
vant international laws and conventions.
103. Despite the Israeli Government's refusal to
admit that the Geneva Cor~vention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12
August 1949,6 applies to the occupied territories, on
the pretext that before the 1967 war Jordan and
Egypt did not exercise legitimate sovereignty respec
tively over the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, its
apphcability was affirmed by the International Com
mittee of the Red Cross, by the United Naticl1s and
by most Governments of the world.
104. Leonard Meeker, an attorney and former legal
counsel of the United States State Department,
expressed the following view on the question of the
establishment of settlements in the Arab territories:

"The establishment of Israeli settlers in these
areas, without any agreement to that effect, is
incompatible with the right to self-determination
of those areas and, consequently, considerably
complicates the demographic situation. As has
already been stated, this kind of action is incom
patible with the obligations assumed by Israel as a
military occupying Power in the territories in
question."

105. Defying all rules of international law and
relevant conventions, Israel has profoundly changed
the demographic character of the occupied territories
by resorting to expropriation and the confiscation of
Arab lands and severely punishing the Palestinians
by applying a vast array of coercive measures,
turning the Arab populations of the territories into
undesirables in the eyes of the Israelis. .
106. The Ben Porat project, relating to the resettle
ment of Palestinian refugees, constitutes another link
in the chain of criminal actions against Palestinians
designed to minimize their stru$gle and to erase
every trace testifying to the injustice they have
suffered.
107. All this, we are told, is done in the name of the
security of Israel, whether it be Lebanon, the Golan
Heights, the West Bank or the Gaza Strip. The
aggression against Lebanon is particularly puzzling.
We. cannot go along with the fact that a military
Power such as Israel should occupy a third of
Lebanon, a small country which, for that matter,
represents no threat to Israel and whose southern
borders were defined by the General Armistice
Agreement between Lebanon and Israel, of 23 March

. 1949.7
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108. Furthermore, we are shocked by the Israeli
authorities systematically resorting to practices pro
hibited by the Geneva Convention and the Hague
Conventions of 1899 and 1907.8

109. Those autborities, which constantly defy the
Charter of the United Nations, the Security Council
and the General Assembly, are today attempting to
drive away the inhabitants of southern Lebanon by
force of arms or by destroying their means of
livelihood. Having failed to impose upon the Leba
nese Government an unjust, unequal agreement,
Israel is seeking by all means to cut off southern
Lebanon from the rest of the country and establish a
zone of influence serving its own expansionist de
signs.
110. These realities are obvious to everyone today.
They cannot be concealed by the pretexts the occupy
ing Power sometimes uses to maintain its hold on the
occupied territories.
Ill. Above all, the argument regarding security is
to our mind fallacious, because no matter how far
one pushes one's borders one always finds oneself
next to neighbours that one has not chosen and
whose sovereign and inalienable rights one must
recognize and respect.
112. We believe that the notion of sure borders
defended by Israel will remain a mirage, a delusion,
so long as the problem of the Middle East is not
solved at its root and the Palestinian people have not
exercised their right to return, to self-determination
and to the establishment of their own State.
113. Ariel Sharon, one ,,;f those directly responsible
for the genocide at Sabra and Shatila, spoke of
Israel's interests in the following terms:

"Israel's interests are not confined to the Arab
countries of the Middle East, of the Mediterranean
or of the R'ed Sea. For reasons of security, in the
1980s Israel's interests will extend to countries
such as Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, areas such as the
Persian Gulf and Africa, notably those of northern
and central Africa." •

That is what Mr. Sharon said. It is a very specific
vision of what the world around Israel should be, a
frightening vision, not just for Lebanon and other
Arab neighbours, but for other countries considera
bly further away.
114. Israel is seeking supremacy in the Middle East
region and is harbouring excessively ambitious de-
QionQ UThil'h UTP1'P 1'pnnl'tpl'I in ~n ~l'til'lp in thp 1'PVipUT
~"'C."'U " & W .t'''' - ••• _ •• -- ••• ..••- - "' ..

Kivunim, published by the World Zionist Organiza
tion in Jerusalem in February 1982, issue No. 14.
115. The article deals with Israel's strategy for the
1980s. The disintegration of neighbouring Arab
States is one of the priorities for the coming years.
The reconquest of the Sinai, the dismemberment of
Egypt, of Lebanon, of Syria, of Iraq and other Arab
countries further removed will, according to the
World Zionist Organization, be brought about
through ethnic or religious conflicts in which Israel
will play a key role. .
116. The Palestinians of the occupied territories,
which the Kiuunim calls Arab-Palestinians:,

"must understand that they cannot have any
homeland except in Jordan . . . and cannot know
security except by recognizing Jewish soverei~nty
from the sea to the Jordan . . . It is not possl~le,
at the threshold of the nuclear era, to accept that
three fourths of the Jewish population should be

; .
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concentrated on an over-p<?pulated and. naturally 125. There is still ti~e to ,move towards peace, a
e~po~ed seac~as~, and t~e dlspersal.of this pOP':lla- peace ,t~at should begIn with the solution of the
tlOn IS a major ImperatIve of our Internal polIcy; PalestInIan problem which is at the core of the
Judea, Samaria and Galilee are the sole guarantees situation in the Middle East and involves the whole
of <?ur,ml~ional survival? and if ~e do not become a region.
majorIty In the mountaInOUS regIOns we may suff~r i 26. There is still time once again to give hope to
the sam,~ fate as the Crusaders who lost this the Palestinian people, who are firmly resolved to
country. pursue, under the leadership of the PLO, their

117...The Worl~ Zionist Organiz~tion nou~~shes an struggle for dignity and liberty.
am~I~lo~ to brIng abo~t what It terms the ~e- 127. Palestinians and Arabs, meeting at Fez in
eqUlhb,num of the r~glOn fro~ a deI!J.0graphlc, September 1982 at the Twelfth Arab Summit Confer-
strat~glc and economiC standpOInt, which wo~ld ence, unanimously adopted a peace plan4 based on
reqUIre control over the water r~so,!,rces of the regIOn two clearly defined principles: first, the withdrawal of
from Beersheba to Upper Gahlee . Israel from all occupied Arab territories, including
118. The appropriation of water resources in the AI-Quds, and recognition of the imprescriptible
region has led to disputes with neighbouring Arab r~ghts of th~ Palestinians to return, to self-determina-
countries since the creation of Israel. Today, again, hon and to the establishment of their independent
the quest by Israel for new sources of water poses a State; and secondly, r~cognition of the rights of all
grave threat to Jordan and Lebanon, whose rivers are States of the region to peace under the guarantee of
sought by Israel. the Security Council.
119. Perhaps here we should recall that at the Paris 128. The Fez plan is based on the rule of intema-
Conference of 1919 the leaders of the World Zionist tionallaw; it emanates from a realistic assessment of
Organization called for the establishment of a Jewish the Middle East situation reflecting the various peace
National Home incorporating the rivers of southern initiatives put forward. Its merit arises also from the
Lebanon and both banks of the Jordan. fact that it presents specific and concrete modalities
120. The policy followed by Israel since its creation, for implementation. , .
both vis-a-vis the Palestinian people and vis-a.-vis the 1~9. Israel, as usual, rejected thiS plan. It also
countries of the Middle East, has continuously rejected .the Reagan plan of 1 September 19821 as
increased tension in a region that has seen the birth soon as It was announced. The same tate befell the
and development of three religions that appeal to the Brezhnev plap., put forward on 15 September 1982,9
minds and hearts of m~m, to the brotherhood of man and th~ French-~gyptianplan, e~bodied in. a draft
and love for one's neighbour. resolution submitted to the Secunty CouncIl on 28
121. By its obstinacy and intransigence, Israel has July 1982.

10
. ' • •

brought about the failure of every attempt at a 130. Israel se,ems to belIeve only In the virtue of
solution over the last 36 years and has blocked separate plans I.mposed by force, which, unfortunate-
implementation of resolutions adopted by the Securi- ly, ~ave contrIbuted.only to ~nhancement of the
ty Council and the General Assembly. In so doing it tensIOns and doubts In the regIOn.
hoped to reach a point of no return in the implemen- 131. The Israelis know today how much they have
tation of its plans tor colonization, Judaization and been misled. The financial, economic, political and
expansionism. But it has pretended to ignore the spiritual crisis resulting from this lunge forward by
danger that i~ is bringing to the region, to the their governments tells a great deal about the failure
situation in the Mediterranean and to international of the political line chosen by Israel. Therein lie the
peace. true problems facing the Middle East, problems
122. Of course, Israel has always lived in fear that ~hic.h the Israeli representative failed t~ touch upon
peace might break out. The military potential it has 111 hiS statement yesterday [72nd meetmg].
available has so far enabled it to win the battles; but 132. The perfidious, laughable and pointless diver-
does it hope to carry away nothing but victories? sion which he touched on yesterday could not
123. What will Israel do 10. 20 or 30 vears from ~is~~ise..t~~ ~~al!!y ?f wh.ich .his co~ntry is t~e. cau~e
now when the Arab countries will exceed 200 million III me MlOOle ~a~t" a tragic. reality ~onslstIng In
inhabitants and will have developed their scientific mass~cres of PalestinIans, .demal of tbelr fundam~n-
and technological bases? What will Israel do then? tal rIghts and plots a~all~st the ~r~b countrl.es,
Will it always be resolved to confront its neighbours threatened by an ~xl?anSlOnI.st,~olol~.lahst,aggresslye
on the field of battle? Will it still refuse to recognize Israel, whose prIncipal.obJect~ve IS to extend Its
the right of the Palestinians to self-determination and supremacy over the entIre region.
to live in peace? Is it forgetting that without the aid 133. In addressing a new appeal to the international
of its powerful allies it would have lost the war of community to redouble its efforts to bring about a
1973, a war that destroyed the myth of invincibility just and comprehensive peace in the Middle East,
that it had used as its shield? Tunisia wishes to pay tribute to the tireless efforts of
124. Israel's allies, to our way of thinking, should the.Secretary-General for the c~nvening ~f an inter-
have a broader view of the re~ion's future and natIOnal conference on peace In the Middle East.
abandon their support of what IS increasingly an 134. If we ~ll.agree to make efforts in good faith to
unjust cause which condemns millions of Palestin- ensure that It IS convened, that conference, we are
ians to wander homeless and constantly threatens the c~nfident, will put an end to the vicious circle of

I territorial integrity of neighbouring countries. And vlole~ce that c~ntinues to beset that region and will
I what will Israel do when its powerful allies decide contrIbute to the speedy resumption of the process

.1 strictly to respect international law, the resolutions of towards peace based on law and justice.
j the United Nations and the promptings of equity, 135. Mr. ALIAS (Malaysia): The situation in the

"crL.~_~,·~n~d~Wl'!!li~th~d~r~._~W~F.~th~e~i~r.S~.~MPmP~O~rtm?~~_~~~~~..\~~g~.~~ _~~'::-l'M.._
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Assembly for many years now, almost since the birth Palestinia':l peoph: is as immoral as Hitler's attempt
of the United Nations. Yet, despite numerous to extermmate the Jews.
attempts to find a solution and a host of General 140. Israel's penchant for aggression and violence
Assembly and Security Council resolutions, we are knows no bounds. The whole world was witness to
no nearer a solution. Ironically, many elements the awesome destruction that it unleashed on Leba-
~ontained in the various resolutions adopted by the non and to the massacres at Shatila and Sabra.
United Nations could have paved the way or contrib- Israel's obscene readiness to display its military
uted si~nificantly towards a solution. Unfortunately, might has been demonstrated repeatedly. The won-
peace In the Middle East continues to elude us der of it all is that, in spite of its awesome capability
because one of the parties to the confli~t ad~eres to and the fact ~hat its arsenals contain the most
its policy .of aggres~ion .and ~oes not belIeve m peace advanced weaponry, ~srael is st!ll able t~ get aW3:Y
and coexistence with Its neighbours. with the portrayal of Itself as a lIttle Davld. Israelis
136. Recently, during the Special Politic~l Com~it- repeate?ly forgiven (o! the. terrorism it infl!cts.. whi~e
tee's discussion of the item on IsraelI. practices ~my a~tlOn by Palestlmans m <:tefence of their nghts IS
against the human rights of the p~pulatIon of t~e mvanably branded as terrorIsm.
occupied territories, the representative of Isra~l rt:lt- 141. The overwhelming majority of us here have
erated his country's "moral right" to Arab ternton~s lamented Israel's absolute disregard of the numerous
that it has occupied since 1967. The thrust or hIS resolutions adopted by the United Nations. Despite
assertions was that after 2,pOO years ~he"peopl<? of our frustrations, we are, however, not deceived as to
Israel were merely returnmg to theIr pron:ll~ed why Israel is able to ignore the pronouncements of
land". But what of !he people who have ~een hvmg the United Nations, being only too well aware that
there? Should they Just pack up and go, Just conve- Israel's refusal to come to terms and accept a
niently disappear? Therein li~s the cor~ of th,e settlement fair to all, including Israel, is based on t~e
prob~em-Israel's ~efusal to give uP. terntones It protection of a .sing~e Power. It explains why, despIte
acquIred through It~ war, of aggressIOn. It would inflation runmng mto several hundred .per cent,
appear that no solutIon WIll be acceptable to Israel Israel is still able to devote 50 per cent of Its budget
unless it sanctions Israel's "right" to Arab lands. to defence. Billions of dollars in economic and
137. Over the years, events in the Middle Eas! have military assistance are extended to Israel (;>D most
developed in a direction which makes a solutIon ~o generous terms in the name of Isr3:el's surv!val an.d
the problem infinitely more difficult. The strategIc justified in terms of Israel's strategIc necessIty. ~t IS
concerns of the major Po~ers.ha~e b<?come. en- therefore no mystery why a~y numb<?r of res,!lutlons
meshed with the problem, wldenmg ItS dImenSIOns, can be adopted by the Um~ed Nat!ons, whl~h, we
The intrusion of big-Powe! ri~alry h~s added an may rest assured, Is~ael wl~l contmue to Ignore.
apocalyptic element to the Situation, ~hlch on. sever- Undoubtedly, Israel WIll also. Ignore any and all calls
al occasions has led the world to the brmk of dIsaster. for a settlement except on ItS own terms.
The ~iddle E~st continues to be ~ flash-point of 142. In such circumstances, it is difficult to envis-
potential conflIct the effects of whlc~ would tran- age a true chance for peace in the Middle East. Israel
scend the regio~, with grave reperc~sslOns for ~~ all. can only be emboldened to carry on its policy ,of
,!he Secretary-qeneral says m. hIS report: . !he aggression against its Arab neighbours. ~he dyna~lcs
mterest~ of major ~owers,.WhlC,h have ~ohhcal, of such a situation can only lead to sustame~conflIct,
economic and strategIc concerns m the regIOn, ~re more outside involvement and thus escalatIOn of the
also inevitably involved. New layers of compleXIty problem in a global sense.
are thus added with each new war and the passage of . . h U 't d
time" [A/39/600, para. 36]. It is therefore imperative 143: Yet, as I stated ear!ler, we m t e m e
that the international community persevere in the Nations sh~uld push on WIth our ~fforts to ~ake
search for a comprehensive settlement of the Middle Israel and I~S benefactors see ~he wI~dom of a JUs~,

. comprehenSive settlement. It IS partIcularly at thiS
East questIOn. . . time when the task seems hopeless that we must press
1,38. .A comprehenSIve settlement ~ust~ by defim- on with renewed urgency, for to shrug our shoul~ers
hon, mclude the r~t~rn of Arab ternto~les ,and the and stop trying would mean the death of the Umted
rig~t of t~e Pa~eStI~ll,a~s to sel~-d~te,rmmat~o~,a~d Nations. It is in this context and in this spirit that my
their own homeland. 1he overwnt:lmmg majority m Government fully supports the efforts of the Secre-
the Genera~ Assembly have tes~lfied that su~Q..a tary-General in pursuance of General ~ssembly
comprehen~lve sett,lement must mclude the ,p~mcI- resolution 38/58 C to ensure the convenmg of a
pIes I have Just outhl!ed.,It would appear, th~t It IS the Middle East conference ir. which all the members of
acceptance and reahzatIon of t~ose prmclples th~t the Security Council and all the parties directly
can best ens~re for Israel t~e a~tamment ,of the goal It involved in the conflict, including the PLO, would
seeks, ~r c~al~s to s<?ek-!ts rIght to eXIst. H'!w c~n participate. We commend the efforts of the Secre-
Israel Just!fy ItS. actlon~ m terms of ,protectmg Its tary-General and urge him to continue his consulta-
right to eXist whIle denymg the same rIght t? others? tions.

139. The ~alestinian .people are a realIty; they 144. Mr. NYAMDOO (Mongolia) (interpretation
cannot be WIshed away, nor c3:n they be b,?mbed, from Russian): The Secretary-General, it) his report,
napalmed or ~hot away. DespIte all tJ1e ylOlence has pointed out that: "The Arab-Israeli conflict in the
pnl<?as~ed agal1~st thept and the deprIvatIOn. ~nd Middle East and its key issue, the Palestinian prob-
mdlgmty ofhavmg to hve as refugees, the Palestm~an lem have remained unresolved despite intensive
will has no~ been bro~en. Indeed, all the perse~utIon efforts undertaken by the United Nations and indi-
~eem~ to remfor~e t~elr resolve to ~ght for theIr own vidual Member States during the past 37 years"
Identity and thetr fIght to be a natIon. Israel, whose [ibid para. 34].
people, as Jews, were themselve~ once thre~te~ed" .. . .
with annihilation, must know thIS, mus~ ,recogmze .145. Indeed, the mternatIonal commumty IS .~ert-
and come to realize that its attempt to wIpe out the mg ~normous efforts to fi~d a peaceful solutIon to
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the problem of the Middle East, w~ich is one of the agreements with Israel. That is why that cou~se, the
most acute problems of modern tImes. course of separate deals, is rejected by the over-
146. The General Assembly is again examining that whelming majority of the States Members of the
question and discussing ways and means of resolving United Nations, as will be seen in the report of the
it. The large number of participants in the present Secretary-General [A/39/600] , as also in the Final
debate is a reflection of the great alarm of the States Communique adopted at the Meeting of Ministers
of the world concerning the further deterioration in a~dds of D~legation of the Non-Aligned Coun-
the already very serious situation in the Middle East. trIes to ihe t~lrty-ninth session of the General
147. The cause of the further deterioration in the A~sembly, held m New York from 1 to 5 October of
situation in that region remains the same. It is the thIS year [see A/39/560].
aggressive, expansionist actions of Israel, in which it 154. A comprehensive solution to this problem
is being provided with all manner of aid and presupposes, as we have emphasized in the past, the
assistance by Washington. The strategic alliance of recognition and exercise of the lawful rights of the
Israel and the United St~tes causes the dangerous Palestinian people. These include the right to the
situation in the Middle East to worsen and is establishment of an independent State; the withdraw-
designed to serve the aim of Washington to establish al of Israeli forces from all Arab territories occupied
its dominatiton in that region. It is fitting here to since 1967, including Jerusalem; respect for the right
condemn most firmly the direct, the military, and of,all States of the region to a secure and independent
other interference of the United States in the affairs eXIstence. We proceed from the premise that guaran-
of the States of the region. teeing. th~ lawful right~ o~ the Arab people of
148. The absolute unwillingness, indeed, the refus- Pa.lest1Oe IS the key quest~on m th~ settleme~t o~ t~e
aI, of Israel to comply with Security Council and MIddle ~ast proble~. Wltho~t a Just ~olutIon, ~t IS
General Assembly resolutions relating to the problem not pOSSible to establIsh a last10g peace m the reglOn.
of the Middle East are the main obstacles to the 155. The Mongolian People's Republic considers
achievement of a settlement in the Middle East and that, for a comprehensive settlement to be reached, it
are a challenge to the international community. The is necessary to convene an international conference,
Mongolian delegation firmly condemns both this with the participation of a.ll the parties concerned,
Israeli position and the obstructionist position of the including the PLO, which would then act on an equal .
United States, which are thwarting all efforts to footing. In this connection, the Mongolian delegation
achieve a genuine solution to the problem of the expresses its full support for the constructive propos-
Middle East. als p~t forward by the Soviet Goyernment on 29 July
149. The Mongolian People's Republic also con- of th~s y~ar [see A/3?/368] to br10g about.a c0!Ilpr~-
demns the aggressive, expansionist actions of Israel henslv~, Just and lastmg settlement of the sltuatIon In
against Lebanon and its inhuman actions in the the MIddle East.
occupied Lebanese territories, in violation of the 156. The Mongolian people and its Government
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of express sincere solidarity with the struggle of the
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949.6 Arab peoples who stand for the sovereignty, indepen-
The Mongolian People's Republic has been speaking dence and territorial integrity of their countries, for
out consistently in favour of the immediate and the withdrawal of Israeli troops from all occupied
unconditional withdrawal of Israeli troops from the territories, and against the aggressive expansionist
occupied territory in Lebanon, and respect for its and armexationist actions of Israel. They systeIUati~
sovereignty, independence and terri~orial integrity. cally ~upport the jus.t struggle ,of the Ar~b people of
150. My delegation firmly rejects the policy and Palestl1?-e t~ sec~re ItS, legal nght, th.e rIght to self-
practices of Israel in the occupied Arab territories. ~eterm1OatlOn, Includ10g the establIshment of an
The Israeli settlements in the occupied territories its mdependent State.
actions designed to change the geographical chara~ter 15'7. The Mongolian People's Republic stands firm-
and demographic composition of those territories lyon the side of those who speak out for the peaceful
and the flagrant violation by Israel of the rights of the settlement of the problem of the Middle East and for
indigenous Arab population are contrary to interna- the establishment of a lasting peace in the region. It
+:""""",1 1""... ",,,,,A T T... :+....A "'-T"'+: ....."".. A ....,.:..:"""".. Ulpl,..nrnplo': ~ntf lo':l1nnnrtlo': thp pffnrtn nf thp Y Tnl'tp'"
".I'll"". IQ'" QIIU V &II"""U 1 "lIlu....ua•., "'",,""'1.1011.'1••". .. .......- .....- _ ••- "'-.1""".1"""-••'" ...... ...... _ ••~ _. ....... ~ ......_0.

151. Israel must heed the demands of the interna- ~ati~ns ~~d, .in particular, of the Secretary-General
tional community and must carry out all the perti- m thIS dIrectIOn.
nent decisions of the Security Council and the 158. Mr. TAIB (Morocco) (interpretation from Ara-
General Assembly. bie): 9nc~ ag~in the G,eneral Assem~ly is consider!ng
152. As in the p~st, the delegation of the Mongolian the sltuatIon In the Mlddl~ East,. as It. has ~een ~o1Og
People's RepublIc considers that the way to the for, almos~ .40 years. 1;hls. regIon .Is wltness10g a
~stablishment of a lasting peace in the Middle East sef1o~s cnSlS, endangenng l~terna~lonal peace ~md
hes through a comprehensive settlement of the full securIty, as a result of Israel s polIcy of aggressIon.
range <?~ probl~ms of this region, taking into account 159. The majority of representatives who have
the legItImate 10terests ofall the. peoples and States of spoken so far have referred to this dangerous situa-
the region. tion, expressing the concern of world opinion about
153. Any piecemeal attempts or any attempts at this problem and showing an international interest in
separate deals to resolve this question, as events have find10g a solution capable of guaranteeing the legiti-
demonstrated, have not led to peace but on the mate rights of the Palestinian people and the Arah
contrary, have pushed away the prospects of peace States that are victims of aggression.
an4 have created additional dimcul~ies and compli- 160. We can still hear the echo of the statemcnts
catIOns. The peop.le of Leba~on and ~ts Government, made last year, from this v~ry rostrum, which
who have had dIrect expenence wIth the separate strongly condemned the IsraelI practices following
"peace" forced upon them, annulled the p~rtinent the horrible massacres perpetrated by the Isracli
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authorities in the wake of their invasion of Lebanon.
Those massacres have shaken the conscienc~ of the
international community, and they require us to co
operate once again to repel aggression and to devise
the means of reaching a just solution capable of
restoring, at long last, stability and tranquillity in the
Middle.·East region.
161. Regrettably, all those efforts have failed be
cause of Israeli mtransigence and arrogance. Israel
does not listen to the voice of the international
community, nor does it heed the resolutions adopted
by various international forums condemning its
actions.
162. Israel, by its continued occupation of the West
Bank, the Gohon Heights and the Gaza Strip, tries to
consecrate its illegal presence through practices that
run counter to international law and that have been
condemned by international resolutions. The Israeli
settlements, designed to change the demographic
structure of the occupied ~erritories, are multiplying
daily. The expropriation of property, the demolition
of houses and terrorization of the local population
are continuing.
163. We also know that in the occupied territories
and the Golan Heights, Israel has abolished local
laws and replaced them with Israeli legislation. We
are also aware of Israel's continuous violations of the
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949.6
We a.re also aware of the plunder of archaeological
and cultural remains and of th~ destruction of farms,
as well as of the imposition of collective punishment
on the Arab population.
164. The Holy City of Jerusalem, the birthplace of
several revealed religions, languishes under Israeli
tyranny and injustice. It is the object of several
ferocious attacks, aimed at Judaizing it and at
changing its religious, historical and cultural charac
teristics. The Holy Places are the object of the
endeavours of archaeological adventurers and of
profanation. Many times over, they have been burnt
and destroyed. Israel has succeeded in antagonizing
Muslims and Christians alike on the question of the
Holy City, acting in defiance of numerous resolutions
of the Security Council and the General Assembly
calling upon it to respect the Holy Places and their
sacred status.
165. All of this is the result of a deliberate policy
based on expansionism and a2l!ression and on the
displacement and uprooting oran entire society in
order to replace it with settlers from all over .the
world. .
166. The international community has stated its
views on this situation and has called on Israel
immediately to withdraw from all occupied Arab and
Palestinian territories, including the Holy City of
Jerusalem, and to restore to the Palestinian people,
under the leadership of its sole authentic representa
tive, the PLO, its inalienable right to return to its
lands and to establish its own independent State in
Palestine.
167. Despite the international consensus on these
iust principles-endorsed by United Nations resolu
tions-the doors ofpeace in the region remain locked
owing to Israel's intransigence and its persistence in
a~ession, based on might, forced deportation and
military occupation.
168. Faced with such a situation, the General
Assembly should shoulder its responsibility to re-

establish justice and bring an end to the tragedy
unfolding in the Middle East, by adopting measures
which will compel Israel to respect the international
community's resolutions. These measures should
include the imposition of the military, economic and
other sanctions which are provided for in the Charter
of the United Nations in the event that a State
violates the resolutions, values and customs recog
nized and accepted by the international community.
169. My delegation calls upon the Assembly to take
these decisive measures because Israeli practices in
the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories have
gone even further than the usual practices of colonial
Powers. These practices, in fact, are intended to
eliminate an entire people, by liquidating it physical
ly and politically, by confiscating its lands and by
annexing the territory of neighbouring Arab States.
170. It is now recognized that any just and lasting
solution of the Middle East conflict must be based on
a solution of the Palestinian problem, which is at the
core of the conflict in the Middle East and is the
origin of the tragedy through which the peoples of the
region have been living for so many years.
171. That has been the view of the General Assem
bly for years, as stressed in resolutions adopted at
successive sessions. The Assembly has recognized the
right of the Palestinian people to independence and
sovereignty and its right to participate as a principal
in all efforts to find a peaceful, just solution to the
Middle East problem.
172. The Security Council, too, has condemned
Israeli practices in the occupied Arab and Palestinian
territories and has declared the results of such
practices null and void. It has also called for the
exercise by the Palestinian people of its inalienable
rights and for the establishment by that people of an
independent State of its own. That same position has
been adopted by regional organizations and confer
ences, at which the inalienable rights of the Palestin
ian people have been stressed.
173. In the League of Arab States, the monarchs
and other Heads of State of the Arab countries
endorsed a courageous, positive and flexible initia
tive aimed at solving the problem. This initiative,
known as the Fez plan, adopted on 9 September 1982
at the Twelfth Arab Summit Conference, held at
Fez,4 has met with a favourable international recep
tion. The Fez plan has formed the basis of large-scale
Arab Dolitical activity designed to elucidate its
objectives and the ways in which it can be imple
mented. In 1982, at the thirty-seventh session, King
Hassan 11 of Morocco set out the plan before the
General Assembly [44th meeting].
174. Since the Fez plan converges on some points
with President Reagan's plan of 1 September 1982,·
an attempt to merge the two on the basis of these
similarities could help in reaching a just and compre
hensive solution to this question, provided that the
Soviet Union agrees to participate in an international
conference to lay the foundations for such a solution.

I

175. Morocco, which had the honour to host the
Fourth Islamic Summit Conference earlier this year,
and whose King presides over the Al-Quds Commit
tee-which seeks to assure the political and religious
rights of the Arabs and Muslims in the Holy City of
Jerusalem-wishes once again to condemn Israeli
practices in the occupied Arab and Palestjnian
terrjtories, especially in Jerusalem, and to express its
full1support for the exercise by the Palestinian people
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of its inalienable rights and for the struggle of that to make peace with its neighbours through wars of
people under the leadership of its sole legitimate aggression and by illegally occupying the territories of
representative, the PLO. others and sowing the seeds of hatred among the
176. We call upon the United Nations to persist in Arabs with its repressive measures. .
its efforts to achIeve the long-wished-for peace in the 183. If Israel wants to live in peace, it must
region of the Middle East, a peace which should be recognize that its security is inseparably linked to the
just, equitable and comprehensive and which should security of the Arabs and that its right to live and
ensure just rights and restore usurped rights to their develop in peace can never be achieved at the
legitimate holders. expense of the other parties involved in the conflict
177. In conclusion, my delegation wishes to express and by denying them similar rights.
its thanks to the Secretary-General for his untiring 184. A just and lasting solution can be achieved
efforts in the cause of peace and justice in the region. only through peaceful means, with the agreement of
We wish also to express our satisfaction at the efforts the parties concerned; and, since there are many
in this regard of various United Nations bodies, parties to this conflict involving complex and interre-
particularly those of the Secretariat's Division for lated issues, it is obvious that the Middle East
Palestinian Rights and the Committee on the Exer- conflict can ultimately be solved only by a compre-
cise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian hensive settlement covering all its aspects. If the
People. history of the Middle East problem teaches us
178. Mr. RAcz (Hungary): There was hardly a anythmg it is that unilateral and one-sided ap-
statement made by a Head of State or Minister for proaches, separate deals, do not work; they do not
Foreign Affairs in the general debate that did not lead to a, lasting solution.
touch upon the situation in the Middle East. That is 185. I should like to mention also that, in order to
not surprising. This unique region, which has not make some progress towards a solution, it is neces-
known real and lasting peace for almost four decades sary to strengthen the unity of the Arab countries and
now, affects us all in one way or another. If and when of the Palestinian movement so that the lack of such
the situation there becomes more tense, it has unity cannot be exploited to prevent a just and
adverse effects on the whole international situation; lasting solution. Needless to say, the Uniteq Nations,
and, conversely, if and when there is or seems to be a which has been involved in this question since its
movement in the right direction, towards peace, it inception, has also a role to play in searching for
exerts a favourable effect on the international atmos- ways and means of reaching a solution. It has already
phere. proved its usefulness in adopting resolutions embod-
179. Unfortunately, if we want to be objective we ying the common will of the international commu-
have to state with much regret that at the present nity, and it can serve as a useful framework for our
time we are not a bit closer to a solution than we were future activities as well. .
a year ago. 186. Through many years of discussions and efforts
180. The main obstacie to a comprehensive settle- both here in the United Nations and through bilat-
ment and the cause of the aggravation of the eral diplomacy, a growing international consensus
situation are the same as it has always been: the seems to be emerging concerning the conditions for a
Israeli polh;;y of aggression and expansion. Israel has comprehensive settlement. These are: the withdrawal
continued smce 1967 to occupy Arab territories and of Israeli forces from all the occupied Arab territo-
its troops have yet to be withdrawn from Lebanon, ries, including Jerusalem; the guaranteeing of the
the latest victim of the Israeli war machine. With its inalienable national and human rights of the Pales-
aggression against Lebanon, and by its continuous tinian people, including their right to self-determina-
occupation of the southern part of that country, tion, the right to establish their own independent
Israel not only expanded territories under its occupa- sovereign State; and the guaranteeing of the right of
tion but further complicated the situation and made all States in tb~ region, including Israel, to secure an
an overall solution even more difficult. independent existence and development.
181. During past decades, Israel has displaced and 187. A comprehensive settlement could best be
uprooted the great majority of the Arab popuiations achieved within the framework of an international
in the occupied territories and made several attempts conference on the Middle East especially convened
to extend Israeli legislation to the Oolan Heights, the for the purpose. In this regard, we support the
West Bank and the Oaza Strip, clearly embarking proposals of the Soviet Union put forward on 29 July
upon a policy of annexation. The Israeli measures are of this year [A/39/368] , which incidentally is in
aimed at deliberately changing the geographical conformity on major points with the emerging inter-
character, the demographic nature and the legal national consensus referred to earlier.
status of the occupied areas, flagrantly violating the 188. We recognize that there are differences among
norms of international law, especially the generally .
recognized principle of the inadmissability of the the parties concerned on many Important issues, but

fi . these differences should not and must not prevent a
acquisition of territories by orce. When speakmg dialogue. On the contrary, a just and lasting solution
about the situation in the region one cannot remain can be arrived at only through talks, through negotia-
silent concerning one not insignificant circumstance tions between all the parties to the conflict, including
well known to all-that is, the role played by the
main ally of Israel, the United States, in shaping the the PLO, the sole legitimate representative of the
situation in the region by providing constant and Palestinian people.
multifaceted support to Israel. 189. It is high time to renew international efforts to
182. Looking at the record of the Israeli policy create the necessary conditions for an international
described earlier, one is forced to come to the conference on peace in the Middle East.
conclusion-and it must be shared eventually by 190. We are convinced that joint efforts can lead to
Israel also-that Israel is chasing a mirage if it seeks results and that, even if we cannot hope to have a

.'
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solution by next year, we shall at least have a report tions and international laws and customs, since there i beliefs, free fre
on some progress. is no deterrent to ensure its compliance with the will i cion.
191. Mr. MUSTAFA (Sudan) (interpretation from of the international community. Israel and its expan- 198. The ques
Arabic): There is perhaps no need for me to explain sionist dreams and recklessness are threatening a I; of the Middle I
the extreme importance of the debate in this Assem- grave deterioration in the Middle East and in the I:,,', on the intern,
bly on the situation in the Middle East, not only conflict, with all its tragic and sad dimensions. .• efforts to com]
because of the repeated challenge which this question 195. On many occasions and in numerous forums p ensure that the
poses to the authority and credibility of the United the international community has reaffirmed that a I self-determinati
Nations, but also because it constitutes a threat to just and lasting peace in the Middle East cannot be I, 199. In spite I

peace and stability in this sensitive region and in the established without the total and unconditional with- i! cres and the COl
world in general. drawal of Israel from all the Palestinian and Arab i! in the region,
192. The situation in the Middle East has become a territories occupied in 1967, including the Holy City I! every opportur
perennial item on the agenda of the General Assem- of Jerusalem, and the granting to the Palestinian :; cultural authen
bly. It has continued to gain increasing attention in people of the right to self-determination, the right to :! My delegation
the United Nations because the Palestinian problem return to their homes and recover their property, and " Palestine Natic
constitutes the core and origin of the question of the the right to establish their sovereign independer.t :: meeting in Am
Middle East and because the international commu- State on their national soil, under the leadership of <! time when thal
nity attaches great importance to that, and to the fact their sole legitimate representative, the PLO. The: which demand
that the Palestinian people have been expelled from international community recently reiterated those : tion of positiOJ
their homes and deprived of their properties ever principles at the International Conference on the 11 200. Further,
since the start of the Zionist onslaught against a Question of Palestine, held at Geneva in 1983. The '; delegation very
region which has played a role in the development of Geneva Declaration on Palestine,11 which was en- f) relations betwe(
human civilization and which continues to provide dorsed last year by the Genf~ral Assembly in resolu- :; sents support
the world with vital contributions in different tion 38/58 C, called for the holding of an internation-i believe that the
spheres. al peace conference on the Middle East with a viewtol the Palestinian
193. The continuous deterioration of the situation achieving a just and lasting settlement of the conflict , able to meet tl
in the Middle East has led to increased alarm as a in the region. The wide international participation in :i 201. My dele:
result of these events, not to mention Israel's arro- the Geneva Conference has conferred legitimacy on, dangerous coll~
gance and recalcitrance in refusing to accord to the this positive contribution by the United Nations Aviv in the fa'
Palestinian people their natural and legitimate rights. towards the desired objective. We believe that this African regiom
It is clear that the region is threatened with new call for the holding of an international conference challenges facin
conflagrations. The invasion of Lebanon and the must meet w,th a positive response if we want the and Namibia aJ
tearing apart of the fabric of that society, the region to enjoy the peace which it has not known for as the conspirat,
massacre of innocent women, children and the centuries. The negative Israeli stance concerning the become clear an
elderly, the barbaric practices against various coun- holding of such a conference is but another link in right of peoplel
tries of the region-all have become the standard the chain of its well-known attitude towards every ago we tackled t
practice of the Zionist entity. That entity, which has sincere call for a peaceful settlement. It has rejected of South Afric~
been implanted in the Middle East region, continues peace initiatives, including the Arab peace plan lenge, a challe
to deny to the Palestinian people its inalienable endorsed on 9 September 1982 bl the Twelfth Arab peoples of the
rights, which have been recognized by the interna.., Summit Conference, held at Fez. Israel's policy has machinations 01
tional community and guaranteed by the Charter of always been to resort to the force of arms in total
the United Nations. It has continued to challenge the ~isr~gabrd of ~he fact that a peace imposed by force ,! ~~~. i'e tWhish

will of the international community and the princi- mevlta ly bnngs in its wake destrucdon, violence i: 0 e
pies of the Charter. It still pursues its policy of and more war. Israel must realize that its sterile J [A/39/600] and
expansion and annexation of Arab territories by force reading of the situation in the Middle East is no i deterioration of
of arms, a policy publicly proclaimed by the rulers of longer convincing to anyone. Its persistenr.e in trying ! adverse effects (
Israel. The world at large has not forgotten the crimes to divert attention from the Palestinian question by and the implical
!?e~ng .c~nstantly. c~~mitted ~y Israel against the delving into other qutstions fools no one. Israel has ;j Nations and th(
Palestmlan peoT"le, [ne re'p'r'e-s-s-l-o-n- 0-11." ~LILlro -proU--p'lro..:! V-le been and continues to be the cause of all tension in :\ our appreciatiOl
the occupied A;ab territories and the ba~ishme~tof the Middle East. It fans the flames of strife and :1 tee to Investig
local leaders. Israel's aggression assumed another turmoil in all the countries Qfthe region. It must fully :: ~u~an .Rights
dimension when it bombed the Iraqi nuclear installa- realize that such a role is indeed reckless and that its '\ erntones and 1
tions, annexed the Golan Heights and invaded policies are destructive and will end only in total ,; Inalienable Rigl
Lebanon. Its crimes have multiplied: Israel has failure. The statement of the representative of Israel . I 203. It is mor,
desecrated the AI-Aqsa mosque; it is tryi~g to distort yesterday [72nd meeting] concerning Arab differ- :1 time in the past
the characteristics of the occupied Arab territories; it ences will not legitimize its occupation of the lands of H its responsibiliti
is deporting their original populations and establish- others. The international community will not be iI for the Palestin
ing settlements, in addition to a record of mass deceived by allegations by Israel of other differences, li l self-determinatil
murder, destruction of houses of civilians, the Judai- which indeed are the product of Israel's machina- ! \ and an indepeJ
zation of the land and the proclamation of Jerusalem tions. i i peace is indiv
as the eternal capital of Israel. 196. In the Sudan we were able to foil an Israeli ;: restricted to on
194. The international community is now firmly intervention in the south of the country, and our r1 204. Mr. KU~
convinced that Israel is not a peace-loving country. success in putting an end to a conflict which had I1 Middle East con
At its ninth emergency special session, held from 29 lasted 17 years has met with international approval. 11 deeply complex,
January to 5 February 1982, the General Assembly Israel's allegations will in no way diminish such a 11 particular, we re
took a decision that confirmed this [resolution ES- great achievement. 11 been made with9/R' Subsequent resoluti~ns of th~ Assembly have 197. His references to certain alleged measures and 1

1
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beliefs, free from any outside intervention or coer
cion.
198. The question of Palestine will remain the core
of the Middle East conflict. It is therefore incumbent
on the international community to intensify its
efforts to compel Israel to bow to its will and to
ensure that the Palestinian people is able to exercise
self-determination.
199. In spite of tlte savagery of the Zionist massa
cres and the continuous detenoration of the situation
in the region, the Palestinian people continue at
every opportunity to give firm evidence of their
cultural authenticity and the justice of their cause.
My delegation would like to pay tribute to the
Palestine National Council on the occasion of its
meeting in Amman, which is a positive event at a
time when that region is facing historic challenges
which demand the closing of ranks and the unifica
tion of positions.
200. Further, in the context of positive events, my
delegation very much welcomes the restoration of
relations between Egypt and Jordan, since this repre
sents support for the common Arab effort. We
believe that the two countries, whose commitment to
the Palestinian cause is well known, will certainly be
able to meet the historic challenges facing them.
201. My delegation cannot fail to refer to the
dangerous collaboration between Pretoria and Tel
Aviv in the face of the struggle in the Arab and
African regions. Such collaboration adds to the
challenges facing the African people in South Africa
and Namibia and the Palestinian people, especially
as the conspiratorial nature of such collaboration has
become clear and it is obviously aimed at denying the
right of peoples to self-determination. A few years
ago we tackled the question of the policy of apartheid
of South Africa; today we are facing another chal
lenge, a challenge by Israel directed against the
peoples of the Arab region. Efforts to thwart the
machinations of those Axis allies must be redoubled.
202. We wish to extend our thanks and apprecia
tion to the Secretary-General for his report
[A/39/600] and particularly for having referred to the
deterioration of the situation in the Middle East, the
adverse effects of the failure to solve these problems
and the implications for the credibility of the United
Nations and the hopes placed in it. We also express
our appreciation of the work of the Special Commit-
tP.P. to Tnvp.dio!ttp IQr~pli Pr!.ll ti """ A rr.....ti,."" th...... ..- --_ .. .." ··0-..- ...,. _...... . w~ ••••"'''' 15 '"

Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied
Territories and the Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People.
203. It is more necessary today than at any other
time in the past for the United Nations to shoulder
its responsibilities in the Middle East and to ensure
for the Palestinian people exercise of their right to
self-determination, sovereignty on their national soil
and an independent State. Israel must learn that
peace is indivisible and that justice cannot be
restricted to one people alone.·
204. Mr. KURODA (Japan): The situation in the
Middle East continues to be increasingly volatile and
deeply complex, and hopes for peace remain dim. In
particular, we regret that no concrete progress has yet
been made with regard to the situation in Lebanon in
spite of the efforts of the parties concerned.
205. Lebanon has left glorious footprints on the
path of world history and has made major contribu
tions to Arab culture in the modern age. It is tragic

that the national energies of such a country are being
consumed in a civil war.
206. The most important elements in restoring
peace to Lebanon are, first, the prompt achievement
of national reconciliation and, secondly, the with
drawa! of all foreign forces so as to enable Lebanon to
re-establish its territorial integrity, independence and
sovereignty.
207. The Japanese Government strongly hopes that
the Lebanese people, in particular the parties to the
national reconciliation talks, will make serious efforts
towards the restoration of national unity. Specifical
ly, we hope that they will demonstrate a flexible
attitude based on a long-range and broad perspective
and will strive to co-ordinate sectarian interests.
Furthermore, it is essential that an environment be
created in which all foreign forces can leave Lebanon
as soon as possible.
208. In this connection, Japan welcomes the fact
that Israel and Lebanon have entered into talks,
convened by the Secretary-General, regarding mili
tary aspects relating to the withdrawal of Israeli
forces and security arrangements in Lebanon. Japan
hopes that both parties will do their utmost to

"achieve concrete results.
209. The situation ~n Lebanon underlines the ur
gent need to find a solution to the Middle East
problem as a whole. I should like to take this
opportunity to restate the basic position of the
Government of Japan on the Middle East problem,
at the core ofwhich is the question of Palestine. First,
peace in the Middle East must be just, lasting and
comprehensive. Secondly, such a peace should be
achieved through the early and complete implemen
tation of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and
338 (1973) and through recognition of and respect
for the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people,
including the right to self-determination, under the
Charter of the United Nations. Thirdly, each and
every path towards the realization of such a peace
must be explored, with careful consideration being
given to the legitimate security requirements of the
countries in the region and to the aspirations of all
the peoples in the region, including the Palestinian
people. Fourthly, Japan is of the view that the PLO
represents the Palestinian people. Thus, Japan be
lieves that, in order to advance the cause of peace in
the Middle East, it is essential that Israel and the
PlO r""...noni7*" *,,!ll ...h nth.,...'., ...."..,iti",,. ", ... ...1 ~...... • ...~- __ ._--ca••_- ..,..,.,•• " ~ f'Vgla"lu•• ualU IQ" I.ln;

PLO participate in the peace process.
210. I should like to stress my Government's long
standing appeal to all parties, including Israel and the
PLO, to resolve their problems through negotiations
and not to resort to the use of force, in order to bring
about a just, lasting and comprehensive peace in the
region. To this end, it is necessary that both the
Israeli and the Palestinian peoples make sincere
efforts to dispel mutual distrust and foster a genuine
will to coexist in peace.
211. In this context, Japan regards Israel's policy of
establishing settlements in the occupied territories as
a major obstacle to peace efforts. Nor can it condone
Israel's measures to change unilaterally the status of
the occupied Arab territories, such as its annexation
of East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights.
212. At the same time, Japan strongly appeals to
Israel, as the occupying authority, to make special
efforts to protect the human rights of the Palestinian
inhabitants in accordance with the Geneva Conven-
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tion relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in 220. Certainly the restoration of Palestinian rights
Time of War, of 12 August 1949.6 must figure prominently in a comprehensive Middle
213. Furthermore, we hope that, in order that the East settlement, .and any process of neg?tiation to
legitimate rights of the Palestinian people may be that ~n~ must Include the representative of the
recovered, the unity of the PLO will be restored and PalestInIan people, the PLO.
that it will consolidate its position as an integral 221. Israel's creeping annexation of occupied Arab
party in the search for peace. territory, in defiance of Security Council resolutions
214. Various international efforts have been made and in ~lear cOJ.1travention of the, 1949 C!eI,1€?va
towards the achievement of a comprehensive peace Conventl~n r€?latlve t~ the frotectlOn of Clvlh.an
in the Middle East. I refer, for example, to Presidet"t Persons m TIme ~f War,6 IS of cO!Jrse a n:tajor
Reagan's initiative of 1 September 19821 and t"l: obstacle to the .achlevement of peace In t~e Middle
Final Declaration adopted on 9 September 19~" lJ j Eas~ and a .major challenge to the authorIty of the
the Twelfth Arab Summit Conference, held at fez.4 UnIted Nations.
The Government of Japan strongly hopes that, in 222. The world community must continue to de-
order to break the present stalemate, the parties mand the reversal of the Israeli settlements policy, an
concerned will take such proposals into account and, end to oppressive policies which violate the human
with a realistic, constructive and flexible attitude, rights of the Arab people under occupation, and an
make serious efforts towards the achievement of end to attempts to change the uemographic character
genuine peace in the Middle :':.4.,t. and legal status of occupied Palestinian and other
215. There is of course, no easy solution to the Arab territories.
Middle East pr~blem. But the Government of Japan 223. Much lip-servi<;e is paid to Security Council
reaffirms its intention to co-operate in all efforts resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), which empha-
towards the early attainment of our common goal-a size the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory
just, lasting and comprehensive peace in the Middle through aggression. But what has been the result of
East achieved through a process of negotiation and Israel's refusal over the past 17 years to withdraw
without recourse to the use of force. from all the occupied Arab territory, in accordance
216. Mr. OSMAN (Somalia): The Somali delega- with those resolutions?
tion shares the deep concern expressed by many 224. It must also be asked what repercussions have
preceding speakers over the complete lack of progress been set in motion by Israel's arrogant and illegal
towards a just, peaceful and comprehensive settle- annexation of the Holy City of Jerusalem, in defiance
ment in the Middle East. Indeed, only retrograde of the clearest international consensus on this matter
steps are evident, whether we consider the question and of repeated condemnations and declarations of
of Palestinian rights-a question at the heart of the invalidity by the Security Council.
Mi4dle E~st co~flict-the que~tion of occupied Arab 225. As Member States are fuUy aware, israei has
terntory, mcludmg the Holy CIty of Jerusalem, or the been able to defy the United Nations on these
continuing tragedy of Lebanon. matters with impunity. Furthermore, Israel has not
217. Furthermore, as the Secretary-General has been called to account in any significant way for the
observed in his report [ibid.], the recurring crises. of continui~g trag~dy in ,Le~anon. Yet its invasi,o.n of
the area have added new layers of c.omplexity which that te.rntory, ItS. unjustified and brutal milItary
tend to obfuscate the fundamental Issues and divert aggression, m which thousands of non-combatants
international attention from them. This state of have been wantonly killed, and its oppressive occu-
affairs can only add to international tensions, threat- ~ation o~ Leban€?se territory are all criminal viola-
en world peace and security and make the prospect of tlOns of mternatlonal law.
a just and lasting settlement more distant than ever. 226. After more than three decades of tension and
218. The central fact<Jr in the chronic unrest and conflict it should be obvious that no interests of any
violence in the Middle East is undoubtedly Israel's kind are served by continued turmoil in the Middle
success in ignoring with impunity the principles and East area. Every effort should be made ~y all
measures established by the United Nations as an co~cerned to advance the cause of peace m the
appropriate basis for Middle East peace. The list of regIOn.
General Assembly and Security Council resolutions 227. My Government welcomed the positive con-
treated with contempt by Israel is, as we know, a long tribution of the Arab peace plan adopted unanimous-
one. Consequently, the Middle East question is lyon 9 September 1982 by the Twelfth Arab Summit
closely linked to the question of the authority of the Conference, held at Fez.4 Regrettably, Israel's re-
United Nations and its efforts to establish the rule of sponse continues to be the pursuit of its expansionist
law in international affairs. plans through faits accomplis.
219. My Government wishes to affirm its strong 228. We believe, with the Secretary-General, that in
support for the decisions of the General Assembly the search for solutions time is of the essence, since
and the Security Council aimed at achieving the the emergence of new factors could well mean a
important international goal of a just and lasting further deterioration of the situation in the Middle
peace in the Middle East. We are convinced, first of East. In our view, an international peace conference
all, that this goal cannot be achieved without univer- on the Middle East could well give an important and
sal recognition of the inalienable right of the Palestin- useful impetus to a negotiating process. The immedi-
ian people to statehood in Palestine, In this regard, ate necessity, however, is to put pressure on Israel to
the world community must not fail to condemn comply with the resolutions of the Security Council
Israel's genocidal attempt to eliminate the Palestin- and to desist from its violations of international
ian people in Lebanon and to pre-empt the establish- conventions to which it is a party. The threat to
ment of a PDlestinian State through its illegal settle- regional and international peace and security posed
ments and terror tactics aimed at intimidating the by i its e~pansionist, illegal and aggressive policies
inhabitants of the West Bank and Gata. clearly demands action by the Security Council under
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Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.
My Government also associates itself with the call to
Member States to refrain from extending military,
economic or other support to Israel which would
encourage it to pursue its aggressive policies.
229. In conclusion, I wish to emphasize my delega
tion's belief that a framework for negotiations on a
comprehensive Middle East settlement exists and has
long existed in the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council. We urge all the
States most closely concerned to make a new and
sincere effort to address the fundamental issues at
stake in the Middle East and to promote a just and
lasting peace in the region.
230. Mr. KORNEENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Social
ist Republic) (interpretation from Russian): Among
the hotbeds of tension on our planet which are
threatening international peace and security and
causing great concern to the international commu
nity, pride of place is taken by the Middle East. For
more than 37 years now, this area has been a
dangerous hotbed of crises and conflict, and the
attention of the United Nations has been focused on
it. Because there has been no settlement in the
situation, the major. vital interests of the peoples of
the Middle East have been jeopardized. An entire
generation has grown up there without knowing real
peace, and the peoples of the region have not been
given any further comfort in the past year.

231. The reason for the present dangerous situa
tion, as everybody knows, can be found in the
a~ressive, expansionist policy of those in the ruling
CIrcles of Israel, which is carried out with the support
and participation of imperialist countries. In spite of
the many decisions of the Security Council and the
General Assembly, Israel continues to occupy the
Arab lands which it seized in 1967 and is taking
further steps to colonize and annex them. The
inalienable rights of the suffering Arab people of
Palestine continue to be violated. These people are
living in conditions of Israeli occupation and some
are forced to leave their homeland. The Palestinian
and other Arab peoples in the occupied territories are
enduring mass terror and violence, while a policy of
changing the demographic nature and economic
structure of the seized Arab lands is being pursued.
232. Responsibility for the deterioration of the
situation in the Middle E-ast and the lack of any
settlement of the Middle East conflict is fully shared
by the United States, the senior partner of Israel in
"strategic co-operation". In their efforts to promote
their strategic interests, these "partners" have adopt
ed a policy of imposing separate anti-Arab deals,
dividing up the Arab countries and strengthening the
American military presence in the region under the
pretext of so-called vital interests. That policy is
designed to achieve for them domination over the
region and to suppress Arab national and patriotic
forces.
233. However, the events of the past year have
shown quite cle~r1y the unprofitable nature of the
policy of force and military adventurism in the
Middle East.
234. The gamble on a show of military force and
armed intervention in the affairs of Lebanon did not
come off. The armies of the United States and their
allies in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization had
to leave Lebanese territory hastily and they had to

end their interventionist so-called multinational
forces mission.
235. The aggression against Lebanon has not
brought any glory either to the organizers and
executors of that plan. Indeed, it was a serious
political and military defeat for them. According to
press reports. the Lebanese adventure cost Israel $3.5
billion and more than 600 Israelis paid for it with
their lives. By and large, today, in Tel Aviv itself,
people have begun to realize that the country has
been led into an impasse because of the senseless
expansionist policy.
236. Nevertheless, the occupation of about one
third of the territ0IY. of Lebanon continues, and the
Israeli high-level mtlitary authorities are pursuing a
policy of terror and oppression against the Lebanese
and the Palestinians. Flouting the norms of interna
tional law and the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations, Israel is refusing to comply with the
relevant decisions of the Security Council that the
occupation of the territory of sovereign Lebanon
must be ended and is attempting to divide it up. The
seriousness of the situation in that country is shown
by the fact that in this year alone the Security
Council has met four times to discuss the actions of
the aggressor. A little more than two months ago,
because of the negative position of the United States,
the Council failed to adopt a draft resolution calling
upon Israel, the occupying Power, to respect general
ly acknowledged norms of international law. And
this, unfortunately, is not the only example of the
obstruction of the efforts of the United Nations and
interested States to bring about a settlement of the
Middle East problem.
237. In continuing the bankrupt policy of separate
deals, the United States and Israel are rejecting out of
hand constructive proposals which are designed to
achieve a comprehensive Middle East settlement.
This happened, for example, with the peace plan
adopted on 9 September 1982 by the Twelfth Arab
Summit Conference, held at Fez.4 As is well known,
the "strategic" partners have blocked efforts under
taken in implementation of the decisions of the

.International Conference on the Question of Pales
tine, held at Geneva in 1983, and those of the
General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session, efforts
designed to convene an international peace confer
ence .on the Middle East, ~hi~h is ~he only true a~d___•• ..JI •• __ ~ ...... _ ...... ......_. __~£.1 .... __
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the Middle East. Such a policy clearly demonstrates
the intentions CC ~srael and those who aid and abet it
to continue to speak with the Arabs in the language of
diktat and to impose upon them conditions for a
settlement which takes into account only the interests
of Israel and forces the Arabs to come to terms with
the high-handedness of Israel and its policies in the
occupied Arab territories. Quite naturally, the peo
ples of the region and their Governments reject any
"recipes" for such a sham settlement.
238. The Ukrainian SSR is firmly convinced that
the Middle East cannot find peace through a policy of
force or through the imposition of an alien will on the
parties to the conflict. A solution to the problem is
urgent, but it should be political in nature; it should
be comprehensive and it should take into account the
interests of all countries of the region.
239. This, in fact, was the programme of a compre
hensive, just settlement of the Middle East that we
found in the Soviet proposals of 29 July of this year
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[AI391368]. Those proposals are based, first and
foremost, on the fact that we should uphold the
principle of the inadmissibility ofthe seizure of lands
of others by aggression. All territories occupied by
Israel in 1967 should be returned to the Arabs. We
must, in practice, ensure the inalienable right of the
Palestinian people to self-determination, to the estab
lishment of its own independent State on Pal~stinian
lands freed from Israeli occupation. Palestinian refu
gees should be granted the opportunity of returning
to their homes or receive compensation. The eastern
part of Jerusalem should be returned to the Arabs
and should become an inalienable part of the Pales
tinian State. We must firmly ensure the right of all
States of the region to a secure and independent
existence and development, put an end to constant
wars and brin~ about peace between the Arab States
and Israel. FInally, international guarantees for a
Middle East settlement are proposed. As was pointed
out in the proposals, the Soviet Union is prepared to
take part in such guarantees.
240. The broadest avenue to a comprehensive
settlement is through an international conference on
the Middle East, with the participation of all interest
ed' countries, including, of course, the participation,
on an equal footing, of the PLO, the sole legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people. It is not
difficult to notice that the basic principles for a
Middle East settlement proposed by the Soviet
Union are a summary of earlier initiatives and take
into account the interests of all parties to the conflict.
When one views those proposals, which have re
ceived broad international support at this session of
the General Assembly as well, it can be seen that they
have become a sort of litmus test, a measure of the
seriousness with which various States seek a peaceful
settlement in the Middle East.
241. While we sternly condemn the policy of ag
gression and annexation against Arab countries, the
Ukrainian SSR would like to express its solidarity
with the just struggle of the Arab people of Palestine
for their inalienable rights. We support the just cause
of the Arab'peoples who are waging a struggle against
Israeli aggression and occupation. The unconditional
and earliest possible withdrawal of the Israeli armies,
as requested by Security Council resolutions 508
(1982) and 509 (1982), is a necessary step.
242, We condemn the Dolicv ofimoerialist forces in
building up -their military presence in the areas of the
Persian Gulf and the Red Sea and we support
limiting naval activities of foreign goyernments' in
those regions. We are against the establishment of
foreign military bases, the proliferation of nuclear
weaponry, the threat of the use of force and interfer
ence in the internal affairs of other States of· the
region.
243. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR supports
decisions that would help us to seek a just peace in
the Middle East, in the interests of the peoples living
there.
244. Mr. MARINESCU (Romania) (interpretation
from French): Even more than in the past, the Middle
East remains an area of great instability and one of
the primary sources of threats to international peace,
security and co-operation. The dangers of the persis
tent conflict in the Middle East, and the many
questions it has opened which have still not been
settled, are even greater in the present particularly
tense international atmosphere, which is'the result Qf

policies of maintaining and redividing spheres of
influence, the intensification of the arms race, above
all the nuclear arms race, and the emergence of new
conflicts while old conflicts continue.
245. The confrontations that exist in the Middle
East and the entire development of the Israeli-Arab
conflict confirm again, if this is necessary, the
historical truth that peace and security cannot be
built and ensured by the threat or use of force or by
denying the right of other peoples to freedom and
independence. It is axiomatic that peace and security
can be achieved only on the basis of respect for the
legitimate rights of other countries and for new
principles and norms of conduct in international
relations.
246. Therefore, it is high time that all Member
States assume their high political and moral responsi
bilities and that the United Nations, whose primary
function it is to maintain peace and security through
out the world, act more decisively to achieve a
comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of this
conflict that has lasted only too long, causing untold
suffering to the peoples in the area and seriously
endangering peace in the world.
247. Romania and its President are in favour of
settling conflicts and disputes among States exclu
sively by peaceful means and by negotiations. No
matter how prolonged and difficult they may be,
peaceful means and negotiations, in our opinion, are
the only reasonable way of solving disputes among
States, the only alternative to conflicts and deadly
wars.
248. As President Nicolae Ceau~escu recently said,
at the Thirteenth Congress of the Romanian Com
munist Party, Romania has always been strongly in
favour of a political settlement in the Middle East,
oue guaranteeing a comprehensive peace in the
region, and of settling the problem of the Palestinian
people on the basis of their right to self-determina
tion, including their right to the creation of an
independent Palestinian State. In this spirit, we are
in favour of an international conference, with the
participation of all interested States, including the
PLO. A comprehensive settlement must lead to the
achievement of a just and lasting peace, to guarantees
for the independence and sovereignty of all States in
the area.
249. On the basis of its position ef principle that
the occupation of foreign territories and their acqui
sition by force are inadmissable, Romania has from
the start consistently maintained that for the future
peace settlement in the Middle East to be just and
lasting, the first requirement is the withdrawal of
Israel from the territories occupied since the 1967
war, including the Arab part of Jerusalem. This
requirement has been clearly formulated in the
relevant United Nations resolutions and has been
stressed repeatedly in all forums which have consid
ered the situation in the Middle East. As is well
known, we are strongly opposed to Israel's actions
aimed at annexing the Syrian Golan Heights. Roma
nia is also ~n favour of the immediate and uncondi
tional withdrawal of Israeli troops from Lebanon, the
national reconciliation of internal political forces and
guarantees of the independence, sovereignty, unity
and territorial integrity of Lebanon.
250. All the developments in the situation jn the
Mi,ddle East and the absence of progress towards a
comprehensive settlement have only made it increas-
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ingly clear that without a solution to the Palestinian 256. The United Nations can and must play iln
problem there can be no comprehensive, just and increasingly active role in efforts to resolve the
lasting peace. An essential component of such a conflict in the Middle East and ensure the conditi()n~
settlement is recognition of the right of the Palestin- for comprehensive negotiations, under its auspices,
i~n people to s~lf-determination, i~c~uding the estab- leading to a just and lasting peace in this troubled
hshment <?~ an md~pe~dent Palest~n~anState, as w~ll area of the world, !1 peace that will fully meet the
as r~cogmtlon of Its r!ght to partlclp!1te thr0':lg~ Its hopes. and expectatIons of the peoples of the region
legItImate representatIve, the PLO, m negotIatIOns and, mdeed, the peoples of the entire world.
on peace in the Middle East. At the same time, we 257 R .. . .
believ~ that one pre-condition of any solution that . o~anIa IS determmed.to ~ontmue to do
will fully meet the legitimate interests and aspirations whateyer It can to ~ake ItS contnbutIon to the search
of States and peoples of the Middle East is the for a J.ust and lastmg settlem~nt of the pr~blems of
guaranteeing of the right of every State in the region !he Mldd~e East, to the estabhshm~ntof ~ Just p~ace
to free and sovereign existence, independence and m the regIOn a~d to the strengthe!lmg of mternatlOn-
territorial integrity, which would make possible rela- at peace, secunty and co-operatIOn.
tions of co-operation, trust and mutual respect 258. Mr. CABALLERO (Cuba) (interpretation from
among all States and peoples of the region. Spanish): The subject of the Middle East continues to

. .. claim a position of priority on the agenda of the
251. LIke other countnes, ~omanIa has ~<?nstantly General Assembly.
advocated and promoted mcreased pohtIcal and ., .
diplomatic efforts to find solutions to all the complex 259. :rhe constructIve POSltIO~ taken b~ the. ~r!1b
problems of the area and to achieve a comprehensive c~untr!es and the rL9 con.cemmg the yanous mlha-
settlement and a just and lasting peace. As early as tlves aImed .at ~chlevm& a Just and last!ng settlement
1978 President Nicolae Ceau~escu put forward the of t~e conflIct m the MIddle Ea~t contI!lues to ~tand
idea of convening an international conference on out m contra~t to the arrogant, mtranslgent attItude
peace in the Middle East, within the framework and of the Tel AVIV leaders. In clear defiance of the ma~y
with the active participation of the United Nations resolut.lOns of the Ge.neral Assembly a~d the Sec:mty
and with the participation of all interested parties, Councl.!, I.srael contmues to pursue ItS well-known
including the PLO, the sole legitimate representative expansIOnIst plans and to make Itself a~ ever gre~ter
of the Palestinian people, the Soviet Union and the source of dange~ to peace and secunty m the regIOn
United States, as well as other countries which could and, therefore, m the world as a whole.
make ~ positive contribution to the settlement vf the 260. in this context, a few days ago the Special
complIcated problems of that part of the world. Political Committee completed consideration of the
252. This idea has been included in General Assem- report of the Sp~cial Committee t~ Investigate Israeli
bly resolutions, is supported by an ever-increasing ~ractlces Affectmg ~he Hu~an ~lgh~S of t~e P~pula-
number of States and, finally, is endorsed in resolu- tIon of the 9ccupled Ter~ltones, m whIch It was
tion 38/58 C, of 13 December 1983, of which the sta~ed uneqUIvocally t~at m. the past year t~e "-reI
Romanian detegation was a sponsor. Romania be- ~VIV Go,,:ernment had .I~tensl~edm those te~ntones
lieves that this initiative remains relevant and that ItS practIces a.n~ pohcles aImed at cr~atmg the
increased efforts by all States and hy the internation- necessary condItIOns for t~e final annexat.lOn of the
al community are needed to ensure that such a We.st Bank, the Gaza Stnp and the Synan Golan
conference is convened as soon as possible. HeIghts. ,

. 261. At the same time, following the brutal inva-
253. W~ sh~re the vIew expressed by the Secretary- sion and the crimes committed by the Israeli forces
General m hIS r~port [A/3,9/600] that such a confer- in Lebanon, the Tel Aviv authorities have striven
ence could pro~ld~ a fleXIble framework for all the relentlessly to maintain their occupation forces in the
necessa~ negotla!lons <?n .the settlement of all the southern part of the country in their attempts to
out.standmg questIon~. ~lmIlarly, the Roma~landele- incorporate part of Lebanese territory in their expan-
gatI~n shares the opmlon of othe~ delegatIons that sionist plans in keeping with their long-held ambi-."'4 +•....,....:. ....... 1:' ,..-"_.0. c It ,,1. 4._.. _,.., ....1 __....1' -

~u'" U ...'" U~.,."'VIU~ IVI cm Ll1~ \.iVUII.UU;;1!I ,",UII,",CII1CU cUIU tions SO well known to the world public.
all the pohtlcal forces of the regIOn to promote the ..
organization of such a conference, which would be a 262. How has It been pOSSIble for Israel to con~inue
significant contribution to the achievement of the for ~ore th!1n three deca~es to .~Isregard the ~Ill of
comprehensive, just settlement so anxiously awaited the mternatIo.nal commumty, fau to comply WIth the
by the peoples of the region and of the entIre world. many. resolutlO~s of the. G~neral A~sembly an~ ~he
As the Secretary-General says in his report: "In the SecurIty ~ouncI! and, WIth ItS practIces an? ~ohcles,
light of the deep tension in the Middle East . . ., systematIcally VIOlate t~e purpo~es and prm~lp~esof
nothing could be less realistic than to expect the the Charter of the Umted. NatIOns? ~ut .thls. IS no
indefinite continuation of the present situation of no secret. .~he sole explan~tlon for thl~ lIes m the
peace-no war" [ibid., para. 49]. unc<?ndltIonal support 'Yhlch the Israeh 90vernment

. . receIves from the UOlted States for ItS political,
254. It seems to us to be futIle to seek partIal diplomatic economic and military plans
solutions, to the exclusion of some of the parties ' . .
concerned, for this is an overall problem, as complex 26~. For thIS .reason, the Move~ent of Non-
as the entire situation in the Middle East. AlIgned Countnes, now enc<?mpassm~ .101 full-

fledged members, at the Meetmg of MInIsters and
255. Is there any reasonable alternative, therefore, Heads of Delegation of the Non-Aligned Countries to
to a conference organized under United Nations the thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly,
auspices at which all the parties concerned can held in New York from 1 to 5 October 1984, stated
defend, as appropriate, their legitimate interests its position on United States assistance to Israel in
within the framework of an overall, just and lasting strong terms. The Ministers and Heads of Delega-
peace settlement? tions, in considering the situation in the Middle East,
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~~denounced once again the continued support uprooting of peoples, the illegal settlements and the
"provided by the. Government of the United States violation of the rights of others are contrary to the
.foI··these .Israeli practices and acts as well as all Charter of the United Nations and the provisions of
roms of American assistance, particularly the intemationallaw and thus are totally unacceptable in
agreements of mutual. co.operation between. them a twentieth century enlightened world.
within the Jrartlework of their strategic alliance 272. It is with those thoughts in mind that Cyprus,
which threatens the security of the region and the along with the other non-aligned countries, supports
world, and confirms the United States' total parti-n d I I" [A/39/560 60] and strives for a peaceful, just and comprehensive
a 1 y towar srae , para.. settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict through negoti-

264. That negotiations were renewed to increase ations, as proposed at the International Conference
assistance to Israel could be deduced from the recent on the Question of Palestine, held at Geneva in 1983,
talks held in Washington between the leaders of both in accordance with the Charter, resolutions and
countries. Israeli-American talks were also airtled at decisions of the United Nations and the declarations
frustrating any attempt to bring about a peaceful of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries.
settlement of the Middle East conflict, as was recent-
ly reflected in the refusal of both Governments to 273. In those negotiations, the participation on an

.. accept efforts by the Secretary·General to convene an equal footing of the PLO, the sole and legitimate
international peace conference on the Middle East, in representative of the Palestinian people, along with
keeping with the Geneva Declaration on Palestine11 other interested parties to the dispute, is indispens-
and the Programme ofAction for the Achievement of able. We firmly believe that no soluikon to the
Palestinian Rights,12 adopted by the International Middle East problem can be envisaged which does
Conference on the Question of Palestine, held at not take fully and justly into account the national
Geneva in 1983, and with resolution 38/58 C of the aspirations of the Palestinian people. We consider
General Assembly. the question of Palestine as the core of the Middle
265. In view of the deterioration of the situation in East problem and the realization of the inalienable
the region and the dangers that situation represents right of the Palestinian people to self-determination,
for international peace and security, this forum must independence and national sovereignty as a sine qua
insist on the need for an early convening of that non to its solution. Only when that right has been
peace conference and unequivocally support the universally recognized and respected, as called for by
Secretary-General's efforts to that end. General Assembly resolution 3236 (XXIX), of 22
266. The peace conference, in which all the parties November 1974, will all States in the region indeed
concerned must participate, including the PLO, the live within safe and internationally recognized
sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian peo- boundaries.
pie, must help to bring about a just and lasting peace 274. We further believe that for the solution to be
on the basis of the complete withdrawal of Israel just and lasting it must entail the withdrawal of Israel
from occupied territories and the recognition of the from all Arab territories occupied since 1967, includ-
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, including ing the old city of Jerusalem. Israel must rescind its
the right to establish a sovereign, independent Pales- illegal and unilateral decision with regard to the
tinian State. Golan Heights, which constitutes an inseparable part
267. Mr. MOUSHOUTAS (Cyprus): Once again of the territorial integrity of Syria, and withdraw its
the General Assembly is considering the item entitled troops from Lebanon, that much tormented, friendly
"The situation in the Middle East". As in past years, and neighbouring State.
this world body is again engaged in the search for a
just and lasting solution in a region which has not 275. Even though the situation in the Middle East
seen peace for four decades and at a time when lends itself to pessimistic appraisals and fears of
ominous signs of deterioration in the situation are another major conflagration, it al~o constitutes a
obvious. challenge for mankind, and mainly for the United
268. Be~ause of our geographical proximity, the ~a~~~~s, ~~~~I I?.~~~~'p]l~~~~::~~.t~e,,~~~~~~~~~
close historical ties that bind the Arab people with UI Im~rnitUumll p~it'"~ itUU i)\;;,"Uluy. J.11\;; }JlVUI\.im I;:,

the people of Cyprus and the nature of the issues grave; it is also challenging. It is a problem which has
inherent in the situation, we are of necessity vitally evaded solution for as long as the United Nations has
involved as a people and as a countrY. existed.
269. The Middle East has been accurately described 276. Next year, the United Nations will commem,o-
in .various reports of the Secretaries-General as rate its fortieth anniversary. Even though in this
presenting one of the major world problems, posing a world of power politics, of "might is right", we do
di.rtct threat to international peace and security, and, not necessarily believe in miraculous developments,
in addition to its intrinsic dangers, heavily contribut- we do believe that we owe it to ourselves and to
ing to the polarization which we witness today. succeeding generations to redouble our efforts, reeon-
270. On the other hand, a just, comprehensive and sider our policies and rededicate ourselves to the
lasting solution of this challenging problem would everlasting principles of the Charter of the United
prove to be a major positive development, with Nations in a concerted endeavour towards the solu-
benefits to the countries involved and to the whole of tion of this major crisis and this endless, blood-
the Middle East, and would contribute to the amelio- letting pro1>lem.
ration of the. present negative world climate. 277.. A just solution of the Middle East problem is
271. The tragic developments of past years and the imperative, not only for reducing grave tensions in
unending suffering of the peoples .of all the countries the ever-worsening mternational climate but also for
involved in the conflict confirm that .no just and sustaining and nourishing renewed faith i1,1 the
lasting peace can be achieved by the use offorce. The cre~ibilityof the United Nations ~IS the Organization
acquisition and annexation of territories b'y force, the of peace and in its lofty and everlasting principles.
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278. Perpetuation of the Middle East problem is
perpetuation of world problems. Its solution will
definitely contribute to the salvation of mankind.
279. Mr. OULD BOYE (Mauritania) (interpretaiion
from Arabic): When we consider the situation in the
Middle East, whether on the basis of the valuable
reports of the Secretary-General or going beyond
them, we find that there· is really no conflict in the
true sense of the word. We find, however, that Israel
has occupied Palestine by force and illegally attacked
the peoples of the States in the region, in defiance of
all the relevant resolutions of the Security Council
and the General Assembly. This has damaged the
credibility of the United Nations in the eyes of the
world public. It is only natural that Israel continues
its acts of aggression, since strong sanctions, which
would have put an end to the military, economic,
financial, humanitarian and technological assistance
it receive~, have not been imposed on it.
280. It might perhaps be useful to recall that what
we are now witnessing in the Middle East is the result
of a colonialist, Zionist plan dating bClck to the
beginning of this century. In 1907, the colonialist
States held a conference in London to consider
colonization in the world and in the regions where
they felt threatened. In his report, Campbell-Banner
man, then British Prime Minister, said:

"The greatest threat to imperialism is in the
Mediterranean, which is a link between the East
and the West, and on the eastern and southern
coasts on which live peoples that possess all the
elements of unity and cohesion, that have re
sources that cIiabled them to make progress and to
develop."

The report alsu recommended that the imperialist
States should endeavour to divide up this region and
oppose all attempts at unity between those peoples. It
proposed, as an urgent step, that the African zone be
separated from the Asian zone by the establishment
of a foreign human buffer which the imperialists
could use for the attainment of their objectives.
281. As soon as that imperialist plan for the Middle
East was drawn up, the Zionists seized the opportuni
ty to volunteer to play the role they are playing today.
They succeeded in persuading the imperialist States
to entrust them with this task. They sent letters to the
imperialist States stating their desire to control the
~ntire .r~gion ~nd .to establish Zionist colonialism ~nd
Impenalism. I will read one of those letters, which
wererublished in The Struggle between the Arabs and
Israe , a book by nine authors, including Mehdi ben
Baraka, Khairy Hamad and Lotfi el Khouly:

"The countries we intend to occupy include
lower Egypt-that is, northern Egypt-the south
ern part of Syria and Lebanon. Thus, we shall be
able to control trade with India, the Arab peninsula
and eastern and southern Africa. We believe that
France cannot but support the idea of the route to
India and China controlled by a people which will
defend it to the death."

In a letter sent to the German Kaiser Wilhelm 11, we
read:

"We"-that is, the Zionists-"intend to create
on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean a
modem civilization and a trade centre which will
be a bulwark of German sovereignty, directly or
indirectly. Palestine will thus become, thanks to

. the immigration of Jews, a political and trade base,
indeed, a German compound."

282. It is not surprising, therefore, that Israel is the
cause of the tension and instability in the Middle
East. Indeed, this is its objective and the justification
for its existence. Protection, the provision of weap
ons, and financial assistance enabled it to occupy
Palestine, as well as other Arab territories in 1967.
283. As for Lebanon, as soon as it achieved inde
pendence and its financial institutions were establish
ed and the economic and cultural life of the country
began to develop, Israel launched attacks against that
peaceful country. "But it is possible that ye dislike a
thing which is good for you" [Koran, Surah 11:216],
for Israel's repeated attacks have strengthened the
determination of the peoples of the region. Israel
boasted that it was invincible and claimed that no
Arab force could conquer it and that it had destroyed
three Arab armies in 1967. Today, however, we see
that Israel has for years been faced with violent
resistance by Syria.
284. The Palestinian revolution, even within the
occupied Arab territories, has intensified over the
past years. By its patriotism and great courage, the
Lebanese people have given an example of struggle
against foreign invasion, reminding us of the glories
of history we have seen in Japan, Viet Nam and
Algeria and, in the face of the Nazi invasion, in
Europe.
285. In fact, Lebanon's unity was strengthened
following the Israeli invasion. Actually, the various
national parties, regardless of their religious or
political doctrines, adopted the cause of the home
land. Thus, the Lebanese people have proved to
Israel that its calculations were erroneous, to wit, that
the Christians and Muslims would engage in a civil
war that would enable Israel to occupy all the
territory it wanted.
286. Israel is disregarding the fact that Christian
Arabs have played their role, side by side with their
Muslim brothers, in ensuring a modem Arab renaIs
sance. Many parties and national Arab groups have
Christian leaders, and Israel is probably not aware of
the fact that Islam believes that Christians are the
closest to Muslims. In fact, the Koran states: "And
the nearest among them in love to the Believers wilt
thou find those who say, 'We are Christians': because
amongst these are men devoted to learning and men
who have renounced the world, and they are not
arroeant." rSurah V:·82.1_. .
287. Mauritania, which upholds the principles of
the Charter of the United Nations, in keeping with
the will of the international community, supports
United Nations resolutions condemning Israeli occu
pation, and exploitation of the resources, of Arab
territories. Wc condemn the invasion of Lebanon
and the destruction of Beirut. We condemn the
unjust policy ,of annexation carried out by Israel in
the Syrian Golan Heights. We condemn most ener
getically the Sabra and Shatila massacres, which
bring to mind the Deir Yassin massacre also perpe
trated by Israel. We condemn Israeli terrorism
against the inhabitants of southern Lebanon. And we
also condemn the growing co-operation between
Israel and racist South Africa to increase terrorism
and exploit the Arab and African peoples.
288. We appeal for an end to any form of assistance
to Israel, because that assistance is what encourages it
in continuing its acts of aggression and expansion
and its settlements policy. Any assistance to Israel,
over and above the fact that it is unjust from the
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standpoint of ~rinciple,might eventually force coun
tries in the regIon into foreign alliances for reasons of
self-defence-alliances they would not enter into if
Israel were not given any assistance.
289. My country, like many others, believes that the
occupation of Palestine is at the core of the question
of the Middle East. Consequently, any solution must
be comprehensive and must be based on Israel's
withdrawal from all the occupied Arab territories,
including the Holy City of Jerusalem. The Palestin
ian people, under the leadership of the PLO, must
regam Its legitimate rights, including its right to
return to its homeland and to set up its own
Palestinian State.
290. Although Israel is occupying territories, has
succeeded in mobilizing a few Jews and caused the
death ofmany innocent persons, and has been able to
destroy cities and thwart development in the Middle
East region, there is one thing which Israel has not
been able to alter-the refusal of the peoples in the
Middle East to recognize zionism and its regime in
occupied Palestine.
291. Come what may, history will never be on
Israel's side, and in the final analysis, Israel will have
to withdraw from all the occupied Arab territories.

The meeting rose at 7.20 p.m.
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